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Now there is some good reading!
These officers from the Philippines National Police - Highway Patrol, received a
copy of Blue Line Magazine from "globe
trotter" Ron Kurelo of Pol ice l Success Travel
of Oshawa, Ontario.
Ron advises the officers enjoyed Tony
MacKinnon ' s cartoon and were quite curious aboutthe content. He advises thathe wi ll
be getting more ofthese posed shots for Blue
Line as he and his entourage of globe trotti ng
police officers go about their visits ofvarious
police agencies. Ron previously supplied us
with a Communist Chinese police officer
smiling over our January 1992 issue.
Just some quick details about the officers. They were both sergeants with the Highway Patrol and were visiting the General
Headquarters building in Manila when Ron's
group was being given a tour. The officers
were armed with the government standard
(and antiquated) Colt 45's. They were riding
Honda Twin 750 ' s.
Thanks/or the shot Ron!
This month is our combined summer
issue and we have enough material to keep
you reading until at least our October issue.
Between the covers of this issue you will
find articles of interest from across Canada.
Gary Miller has written a hard hitting commentary about the truncated cone bullet which
the Ontario government appears to be tenaciously hanging onto. News beat has some
coverage on the same issue. We also have an
excellent article about RCMP officers in
Yugoslavia and are sure you will enjoy it.
Neil Thompson (Vancouver) has written an
excellent piece on the "gay" issue which is
worthwhile reading. We also welcome Myron
Love' s first contribution as our Manitoba
correspondent. We are still looking fo r correspondents from other provinces as wel l.
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commentary:

Morley Lymburner

Just Keep The Public Happy•••
And Only The Cops Will Know
The amazing world of politics never
ceases to amuse me. Politicians can always
tum a vice into a virtue and what is more,
the public, as cynical as they may seem,
still swallows this stuff completely. An
excellent case in point is the recent proposals for amendments to the Young Offenders Act.
The new regime in Ottawa rode into
power on a platfonn of getting tough with
our criminal young'uns. But their real
agenda was to get elected. Once they are in
they now have an agenda of keeping some
semblance of credibility without rocking
the boat too hard. The result. .. a half-baked
legislative amendment that can be sold to
both sides of the issues.
In June the Angus-Reid Group released
statistics gleaned from one of their recent
poles. Among one of the items they found
was that 90 per cent of the people wanted
to see more juvenile offenders placed in
adult courts. Quite a hefty number. And
one the government must be aware of.
In spite of this the government is suggesting the tabling of a bill that will indeed
see more Young Offenders placed into
adult courts but what numbers are we talking about when we say "More".
Recent statistics from the Canadian
Centre for Judicial Statistics would indicate that in a one year period between
1992-93 a total of 290 cases would have
fallen under the criteria set out in the new
legislation. This is out of 41 ,482 cases!
Okay folks ... who are we kidding here!
This legislation is not going to make even
a ripple in the ocean and is far from what
the public really wants.
The legislation paints a rosey picture

but will only tackle the high profile cases
of murder, attempted murder, manslaughter, (total of75 cases last year) and various
breeds of aggravated assaults, (216 cases
last year). The funny thing is when this
legislation is passed, and the media spin
doctors are finished with it, the public will
sleep easier at night. Yes, and only the cops
will know the difference.
The only thing that will make a difference is to do away with the YOA. I have yet
to see the validity to the argument that the
rights of a young offender must be protected to such an extent that we must tie the
hands of the judges when it comes to sentencing. We appoint judges on their ability
to use appropriate wisdom in sentencing
but then make up hair-brained rules that
tell them their wisdom really is not as good
as our elected officials. Excuse me but I
would much rather be tried by ajudge than
Sheila Copps, John Crosbie or Jag Baduria.
Somehow the politicians got the whole
picture all balled up. In a letter from the
Minister of Justice to the media it states:
"The proposed amendments to the Young
Offenders Act will improve public protection by improving the Act's ability to deal
effectively with serious youth crime."
The public's concern is not about "Serious Crimes" committed by young offenders, they are concerned about the serious issue of youth crime. This means all
crimes by all young offenders. But the
politician's screwed up logic is only reasonable when one is dealing with a group
of people who just want to keep the heat
down in the kitchen. But that's okay because only the cops will really know.
Your comments are expected!

Given the rapidity of
events this past June
with the slaying of
Constable Todd Baylis
there are several questions that will have to
be answered by many
government officials at
__---'_ many levels.
The Federal Government will have to
explain how a convicted non-Canadian
criminal managed to stay in this country
long enough to take this officer's life.
The Ontario Government should have to
answer the question as to why the suspect
was able to take three bullets from a police
revolver and still be alive to keep shooting

back. (See Commentary June 1994 issue
and Gary Miller' s article in this issue for a
probable reason).
The Ontario Government for its obvious
dislike for police and its utter contempt for
police agencies.
The Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto for failure to adeqately supply
enough police officers to protect the public
and other officers. Any military strategist
can tell you that if you have soldiers working in a war zone you have to give them lots
of manpower and support to relieve stress
and spread the risk over a larger number of
personnel.
Given all the levels of incompetence
Todd never had a chance!
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These members of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police left for the former Yugoslavia in May last year to observe the police and
judiciary on behalfofthe United Nations ..The experience was unimaginable and unforgettable. Pictured above are: (Front row, Left
10 righl) st. R.P. Morrow,
st. B.M. Lucki, Cst. T.G. Seam all, Cst.CE. Wortmall, Illsp, W. B. Urquhart, DIComm 'r J.MF.
hoem aker, Df, omm 'r. G. ~fI. A /lell,A/I omm 'r. L.R. Proke, Illsp. J. C McLauchlall, Illsp, J.J. PaYlle, Cst. D.L. S heeh all, Cst. T. V.
J ry, I. T.B. Ki er, Cst. R.K. lIart, st. L. J. Giroux, (Back Row) Cst. D.D. Piper, Cst. J.P. Boulialllle, Cst. S.L. Jellkills, Cpl. R.A.
tie, st. J. G. IIarris, Cst. T. W. Frellch, Cst.CB. Scharff, Cst. J. R. Sulz, Cst.S.H. Maris illk, Cpl.MD.
Lambert, t. . ~fI.
Leamall, st.D.E. m awley, pl. .J A .. Osbom e, (missingfrom photo - Cst. J. Schlegelmich.)
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By Dale heehall

~ When I touched Canadian soil forthe first
time in six months last
December at Mirabel
,
International Airport
in Quebec, I stopped
at a newspaper stand
to buy < magazine for the connecting night
t Iialifa. . I couldn't help but overhear a
lady in front of me, who was purchasing a
n w paper, complain to the sales clerk
ab ut the cost of the G T being added onto
h r purchase. I politely interjected and said
to the lady 'Ma'am, you do not know how
lucky you are to be paying G T in a country like Canada."
Perhaps as little as six months ago, I
would have joined that lady in complaining about the G T and perhaps at the same
time, gone one tep further and complained
ab ut the amount of income tax I pay, or
mayb om thing really serious, like the
" cather.
That was before myself, and forty four
other member of the RCMP were selected
for a ix month tour of duty as United
N< tion ivilian Police Omcers ( IVPOL)
ill the former Yugoslavia.
h R MP first became involved with
international police peace eeping with
the United ations in amibia in 1989.
Thi pre ent mission, however, was the
fir t time that the RCMP were actually
involved in an ongoing war.
To ay the least, the an iety of the
unknown , the potential danger and the
thoughtofleavingone' s familyand friends
b hind wa very stressful.

~

The mandate seemed quite simple in
theory. Within the United Nations protected areas we were to observe the conduct and performance of local police and
the judicial authorities in the arrest, detention and interrogation of persons charged
with, or suspected of committing crimes.
Further to this, we were to accompany the
police on local patrols, conduct parallel
investigations where it was felt our intervention was necessary, assist in prisoner
exchanges, visit prisons to ascertain the
conditions of the prisoners and how they
were being treated and to follow up on any
investigation of a minor or major nature
that was a concern to the United ations.
Also included in our day-to-day duties
was the assistance of international agencies such as UNHCR, UNICEF and the
Red Cross. Although there were exceptions, for the large part the majority of our
duties involved working with minorities
and to ensure their human rights were not
being infringed upon.
CIVPOL consisted of approximately
600 officers from nineteen countries around
the world and was located at stations that
consisted of a presentation of fellow police officers worldwide. The structure of
the station was similar to what we had
become accustomed to in Canada.
Itwas our responsibility to obtain food
and lodging, and given such, we lived in
the communities in which we served with
the residents and experienced first hand
some of their hardships. What was completely amazing was the desire of the
community, despite repeated setbacks, to
try to adapt to their misfortune and continue on .

Most stations and residents did not
have the day to day luxuries that we are
accustomed to in Canada. The water supply was sporadic and the electricity intermittent at best. Many members adapted to
showering with bottles of water. The heat
was very oppressive during the summer
months and below freezing throughout the
winter.
If someone had told me six months ago
that I would be without my Tim Hortons
coffee, or that I would feast on daily delicacies ofgoat, lamb, rooster and an endless
abundance of pork, I wou Id not have believed you.
My attitude quickly changed when I
realized that my landlord was eating my
leftovers. Absolutely nothing was wasted
or thrown out. It was not very long before
we realized we had nothing to complain
about.
The Lucky Ones

In a sense we were actually the lucky
ones, as we knew we would be back to the
comforts of Canada within a few months.
The locals however, were simply committed to trying to stay alive while not concentrating so much on their own well being,
ensuring that their children, the future of
their country, were cared for as much as
possible III the oppressive conditions.
Inflation sky rocketed as much as 300%
per day and the oftprintedcurrencyreached
a ten billion dollar bill. When that quickly
became worthless, they simply eliminated
the six zeros and started over again. Police
officers earn the equivalent of six dollars a
month, teachers four.
The young, elderly and sick, those who
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had no say in the war, are the ones who
suffered most. The international sanctions
and embargo resulted in virtually closing
down every business that had existed in the
protected areas. What the local people did
not grow on their land, or raise on a farm
they simply did without.
The work in itselfwas very interesting.
It could be described as every police officers worst nightmare; a massive six month
domestic dispute. The constant involvement in disputes and listening to all sides
expand upon their versions and justifications tended to wear on one's emotions.
When I refer to a domestic, it is because all
sides refuse to take even the slightest responsibility for their actions . They were
once neighbours and friends and now
wouldn ' t hesitate to kill each other. They
are desperate and blame the United Nations, the west and Europe for their pre(Continued on page 9)

The currency in aIL parts of the former ofCoke. .. ifyou calljind one."
Yugoslavia is still the Dillarafrom the old III contrast to the safety of the public the
Communist regime. With civil war raging money is quite safe from counterfeiting.
one of the least of their problems isjilld- Not only is it printed on special security
ing what type of money they should be paper it is also infull colour and cOlltains
printing. Unfortunately inflation is out of all embedded watermark. There is no
control. The currency, above, indicates doubt it cost more to print than it is worth.
the face value of one billion Dinara. As With the tragedies of civil war it is rather
one officer stated, "It will buy you a bottle appropriate that the girl doesll't smile.
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The ViewCam System

An Audio/Video Camera Recording System
For use in Breath Rooms, Statement Rooms,
Booking Rooms and Court Rooms.
Now, installed in Police Departments in Ontario
Some of the benefits of the ViewCam System are:

<) User friendly system requiring no technical expertise
~
~

Expandible by recording two (2) copies simultaneously
thereby eliminating the need to duplicate the original
recording for disclosure purposes.

-() The anti-tampering on screen time/date generator
provides an accurate record for admissibility in court.
Easily adaptable to most room sizes .
.A. Provides an accurate unbiased record of statements
"V and events.
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Get the evidence on ViewCam ...
Call for your free ViewCam demonstration tape
TRIANGLE TECHNOLOGIES INC.
Law Enforcement & Security Products
7030 Woodbine Avenue, Suite #500, Markham, Ontario L3R 6G2

Telephone (905) 479·7543 • Fax (905) 479·4130
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D ecock-Only Model available in 9mm, .40 Auto, .45 ACP.

Preel'-Ion made from the
Ilnest materials, the Ruger
PSeries pistols rcprescnt peal-.
performance In handgun design .
rhe PSeries arc accurate, rugged,
reliable. and made by Americans in
American factories. There arc now three
p " eru!, pistol designs (Manual Safety,
Dc Cod, Onl), and Double-Action-Only not

pictured above), three caliber,>, two finishes.
'I hat's a lot of choices, but part of your decision is
ea-.y because every Ruger
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the leader in its class.

Suggested retail prices for handguns pictured, top to bottom : KP<)O U.S . $488 .65 : KP94 U.S . $520.00: KP91 U.S. $488.65 .
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9 mm

.40 Auto

247 Lacey Place Southport, Connecticut 06490 · Arms makers for responsible citil.ens.
Free instruction manuals for al l Ruger firearms are available upon request.

.45 ACP
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(Continuedfrom page 7)
dicament. There is no way any side feels
they are wrong or responsible for their
current state, and that in itself is a tragedy.
CIVPOL members were unarmed and
worked with an interpreter. If one wasn't
proficient at negotiations, the skill was
quickly picked up. I was stationed in an
occupied area of Croatia that is now the
self proclaimed republic of Krijina. The
city of Vukovar was completely annihilated, yet people still reside in high rise
apartments and houses that we wouldn't
consider putting our pets in. Some residents were untouched, yet around the corner, the ravages of the war were evident,
with the destruction of everything in sight.

More Than Just Cops
Because of the high visibility of
CIVPOL, we quickly became known tothe
local police and community. Trust was
difficult to obtain and had to be earned.
Because of their ability to assist with medicine and humanitarian aid, the community
would constantly turn to CIVPOL.
Even when the work became very frustrating, to the point where we would sometimes feel as effective as a small plug in a
large drain, we just dug a little deeper and
tried a little harder. We all knew deep
down inside that we were making some
progress, and that when progress is measured in terms of human lives, no effort is
too small. Many of the members took extra
time and effort to make arrangements with
their own community to send aid, clothes
and start pen pal letters with local schools.
Understanding the logic of war was
beyond my comprehension. The history
and politics that led to this tragedy simply
cannot be explained to, or understood by,
the western world. The only possible way
I could make a possible comparison would
be as an example, that ifall the Protestants

and Catholics in Canada decided to go to
war against each other. Friends, relatives
and even marriages are broken apart, villages and cities get destroyed and an everlasting hatred is formed. That in a nut shell,
is what happened in the former Yugoslavia.

One Grateful Canadian
In a world where an AK47 is as common
a piece of attire as a lady's purse is in Canada,
the Canadians serving in the Balkans have
done, and are still doing, their country proud.
The Canadian armed forces are extremely
proficient and when something is needed to
be done, the Canadians do it.
The RCMP, despite being the relatively new kid on the block in regards to
police peace keeping, led the way with
assertive, effective and innovative approaches to the daily situations in which
we were confronted. It is ironic we had to
travel so far to realize how good we have it
in Canada.
I have made friends worldwide, formed
everlasting impressions and will forever
have in my memory my six months of
service with the United Nations. When I
first joined the force, I never thought I
would be representing the RCMP and
Canada overseas. It was with great pride
that I wore the blue beret of the United
Nations, but it was with even greater pride
that I wore the uniform of the RCMP and
the Canadian flag on my sleeve.
It will be a long time, if ever, before I
take anything for granted in Canada again.

Dale Sheehan, shown in photograph above third from left, is a
Constable with the Royal Canadian Mounted Police and is presently and proudly stationed in New
Minas, Nova Scotia.
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Cops On A Tightrope
In a strange country,
embroiled in a brutal civil
war and with no weapons,
these officers walk the
middle road between
civilization and anarchy.

o CIVPOL Locations

Arson, robbery, murder, theft, sniper fire,
suicide and assaults are crimes local communities face each day in war-torn former Yugoslavia.
The investigation of these crimes by local
police is carefully monitored by the United Nations civilian police, known as CIVPOL.
CIVPOL comprises more than 600 professional police officers from almost 20 countries
operating in the three UN protected areas
(UNPAs), Bosnia-Herzegovina and the former
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia.
Because lawlessness is a by-product of war,
which shatters the basic infrastructure of society,
international civilian police are needed to assist
in restoring peace to the region.
One of CIVPOL's main tasks is to monitor the
activities of local police forces to ensure that all
civilians are treated equally and fairly regardless
of nationality or ethnic background. CIVPOL investigates any complaints that these standards
have not been observed and reports any confirmed cases of discrimination or abuse.
To perform its tasks, CIVPOL accompanies
the local police on their patrols and during the
performance of their duties. Whereever possible
CIVPOL monitors are located at the same station
as the local police and they have full access to all
local police premises and facilities.
During their tenure each officer tries to get to
know most of the civilians living in their area of
responsibility. In this way, the humanitarian aspect of CIVPOL's duties plays a major role.
CIVPOL at times conducts it own investigations independently of the local police, particularly when there is some suspicion about the
results of an initial probe.
Other duties include checking incoming cargo
at airports to ensure it contains only humanitarian
aid and monitoring local police in border areas.
CIVPOL monitors have preparatory training
before being posted, which includes leaming
special negotiating and communication skills.
Their job exposes them to many dangers but the
tireless work of these officers will eventually play
an important part in the restoration of peace in the
former Yugoslavia.
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Honour, Integrity, Community
Bradford West Gwillimbury Po/ice Service

,
"The most important word in the Bradford West Gwilimbury Police
Service motto is 'community'," says Chief John Harrison. It is that
feeling of community he works the hardest at nurturing. At a time
when many small police services are being taken over by the Ontario
Provincial Po lice this 40 member po lice service is one of the few in
Ontario to aggressively sell itself to the community. Their efforts
were so successfu l the po lice service extended its boundaries to the
surrounding Township and the local OPP Detachment was closed down. In this profile
you may find Chief Harrison's recipe to good community policing. Above Chief
I Iarrison hands over the reigns of the police service to a local young lady selected to kick
off a charity drive.
"Keep your head, keep cool, don't pan ic
- and don't try to be a hero. "
That's the advice that Special Constable
Les Bluestein gives bank employees in his
seminar on surviving an armed robbery.
The
sem inars,
which were conducted
by Constable Bluestein
for several weeks and
presented to local businesses within the Bradford West Gwill imbury
region, are just one aspect of what the Brad____ ~-' ford West Gwillimbury
Police call "pro-active
policing."
With their motto of "Honour, Integrity
and Community," the Bradford West
Gwillimbury Police Service has met with
great success during their first year as an
amalgamated police force. Because of efforts
taken to reach out to the community and the
community's overwhelmingly positive response this force can be looked upon as a role
model for other departments across Canada.

Constable Bluestein is one of Chief
Harrison's not so secret weapons. He was
appointed the officer in charge of Crime
Prevention and Victim Assistance after
Harrison recognized the talents this officer
had to offer. He worked for many years as
a merchant and storekeeper and was a
volunteer auxiliary police officer for many
more years .
"J recognized the fact that this person
had the right mix to bridge the gap between
the community and the police, " Harrison
said, "Les works well with the local community groups and merchants and understands the big picture from both sides of
crime in the community. "
Harrison's selection of the right man
for the right job is reflected in the only
critic ism he has about Les. "The only problem with Les is there is only one of him!"
The new office was implemented to
assist victims of crime and to initiate and
oversee all crime prevention strategies. The
section has proven to be one of the most
successful initiatives within the Service.
The Victim Assistance Program fo-

cuses on two main areas, victim counselling and crisis intervention. Victim counselling involves interaction with citizens
who have become victims of property
crimes and the realization that this type of
crime can be traumatizing to the victim.
Reviews and follow-ups on all domestic
assaults and disturbances are part of the
make up for the crisis intervention program. With the assistance provided through
this program a 26% decrease in domestic
disputes has been recorded over the past
year.
Aside from seminars and counselling,
interaction with merchants, service clubs and
citizens has enabled the Service to provide
many crime prevention and victim assistance
programs. The community's response has
been so overwhelming that the Service has
been able to provide literature and handout
material, which range from material on annoyance calls to counterfeit money detection, all at no cost to the taxpayers.
The Bradford West Gwillimbury Police have also taken an active interest in the
youth who reside in the community's rural
Ontario setting. Many programs have been
established through schools by the Force.
The V.J.P. , or (Values, Influences and
Peers) program which includes topics in
regards to violence, drugs and values is
considered to be one ofthe most important.
Other programs include, safety for children, bus safety and courses which deal
with emergency situations and first aid .
In another innovative approach each
officer on the force is assigned to a school
for the school year. The officers interact
with the school to increase relations with
the youths in the comnlunity. The officers
may visit the school for lunch, recess,
special events or simply sit in on classes. In
fact the police were so involved that the
Service recorded 171 visits by officers to
schools in the area.
Last year the police service went into
the community to seek support for a bicycle squad and the response saw a four
member squad completely outfitted at no
expense to the department.
However, despite all the attention given
to business and school, the Force still has
time to recognize outstanding members of
the community. Citizen Appreciation Night
was established to publicly thank deserving citizens for their contributions to the
police and community. The Bradford West
Gwillimbury police also hold an Open
(Continued on Page 12)
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New, 6th edition
•

of ...

The Police Manual of
Arrest, Seizure and
Interrogation
Judge Roger E. Salhany

An essential reference for law enforcement officers to
ensure compliance with the stringent requirements of the
Criminal Code and Charter of Rights and Freedoms in the
context of the police powers of arrest, search and seizure
and interrogation.
The new edition explains the new general investigative
warrant, which permits video surveillance, the tracking
device warrant and the telephone recorder warrant as
well as the recent Code amendments dealing with the use
of deadly force against fleeing suspects. All statutory
reference and case law in the manual have been updated
for the provincial and federal statutes impacting on police
work.
Order #9552724·0 13
Softcover August 1994 $29.95 0-459-55272-4

•

The Annotated Tremeear's
Criminal Code 1995
- Police Edition
Mr. Justice David Watt and Michelle Fuerst

This convenient softcover police edition now contains
forms of charges for the main Criminal Code offences and
drug offences!
Each section of the Criminal Code is comprehensively
annotated with succinct digest of leading decisions,
extensive textual cross· references to related provisions
and Mr. Justice Watt's commentary on the section's
practical operation. New information has been
incorporated into the main work and its case law and
legislative supplements, including· all legislative
amendments passed by Parliament as of June 1994
• commentary on the new investigative warrant
• additional case digests reflecting significant appellate
decisions up to July 1994 • revised and updated index.
Order #9552686·0 13
Softcover August 1994 1800pp. $50 0-459-55268-6

•

The Police Officers Manual
13th Edition
Gary P. Rodrigues

This manual provides a summary of the criminal law of
Canada, designed specifically for police officers, and
arranged in a handy encyclopedic format. Each offence is
systematically examined by presenting the relevant
definitions, the elements of the offence, limitation periods,
the punishment, required evidence, and suggested forms of
charges wordings.
Order #9552341·013
December 1993 Softcover 700 pp. $29.95 0.459-55234-1

•

Pocket Criminal Code
1995

The new edition of Canada's premier portable
Criminal Code is now available. Indispensable to law
enforcement officers, the Pocket Criminal Code
1995 contains all of the latest amendments to the
Criminal Code and related statutes in a portable, take
anywhere format. Forms of Charges for the main
Criminal Code offences and for offences under the
Foods and Drugs Act and the Narcotic Control Act are
now included and located at the end of the publication,
adjacent to the index.
Also available is the Code criminel de poche
1995, the French language edition of the Pocket
Criminal Code 1995.
Order #9552473·0 13
Softcover August 1994 $21.950-459-55247-3
Code criminel de poche 1995
Couverture souple aout 1994 $21.95

•

The Annotated Ontario
Highway Traffic Act 1994
By Murray D. Segal
Part of the Statutes of Ontario Annotated

The Annotated Ontario Highway Traffic Act
1994 reproduces each provision of the Highway Traffic
Act. annotated on a section by section basis with
• insightful commentary providing an overview of the
section or an explanation of its practical application
• concise summaries of all Significant cases which have
interpreted the Act, organized under useful subject
headings for easy access, and separated according to
civil or quasi·criminal application· cross-references to
related provisions of the Act and regulations, giving
you easy access to the complete picture.
Order #9552317·013
1994 Softcover 530 pp. $60 0-459-55231 -7

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE:

1-800-387-5164
PLEASE QUOTE ORDER NUMBER(S)

In Toronto (416) 609-3800 Fax (416) 298-5094
Write: Carswell,
One Corporate Plaza, 2075 Kennedv Road,
Scarborough, Ontario, M1T 3V4
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T.
11111 it r 5 lid! Last May tile policeforce presellted ilsfirst open IIouse
alld illvitedtlle commullity to come ill for a look aroulld. Tile lille-up begall at 8:00
.M., ol/e IIour before tile doors opelled.

Ilou c which welcomed over 1500 people
in it fir t year.
ne of the more innovative programs
i the LI
program which was organized
for new immigrants to Canada. The program i directed at citizens from countries
where the police are feared . A great deal of
an i ty can be alleviated with police inolvement in classroom settings and with
tour of the station. The program allows
officer the opportunity to demonstrate the
relationship between the police and public
here in anada and how that may differ
from the countries they came from .
itizen cannot only be proud of the
role the police have taken in the community programs, they must be equally as
proud ofthe ervice's crackdown on crime.
radford West Gwillimbury's rural area were always hit the hardest in regards to
property crime. Ilowever, in 1993 rural
crime decrea ed 28%. This was achieved as
the result of a more aggressive directed
patrol program which was aimed towards
improved policing within the rural areas
and smaller hamlets in the former township.
Another impressive note is the decline
in criminal occurrences. At the close of
1993 the Bradford West Gwillimbury Polic recorded a 29% decrease in criminal
urrence. The ervice also reported a
24% decrease in break-ins as well as a
124% reduction in general thefts.
Throughout the year the ervice recorded 176 impaIred driving charges, the
mo t charges laid under the Criminal Code
in the region. The runners-up included
then or po se sion and assault with 170
and 85 charges laid respectively.
With their great strides in crime prention and community involvement the
force wa still able to save over $30,000 in
m n hour. This achievement allowed for
m re ffective use of resources.

Tile Police Service amalgamated dispatcllil/g for all local 011(1 rural fire departmel/ts as well as ambulal/ceservices lil/ks.

However, with all the achievements of
the Brad ford West Gwi II im bury Police one
cannot forget to mention the services provided by the 12 members of the auxiliary
police service. The assistance of these
members, who logged over 2,500 hours,
made it possible for the R.I.D.E. Program
to continue year round. The auxiliary police also assisted with parades and crime
prevention displays and trade shows.
Another innovative program commenced this year with an aggressive campaign to encourage children to wear bicycle helmets. After speaking to the parents
and schools the one factor that prevented
many children from having a helmet was
money. The Police Association along with
local charities have started a policy of
supplying helmets free of charge to children who can not afford one.
The Bradford West Gwillimbury Police
Service is a prime example of the rewards
which stem from a healthy relationship between officers and their community. The
results they have achieved over the course
of one year are inspiring to say the least. The
Bradford West Gwillimbury Police Service
is an innovative agency which could be
used as a gauge by which other forces could
measure themselves.
For further information Chief John
Ilarrison may be reached at (905) 775-3311.

Bradford West Gwillimbury Police
Service was formed two years ago with
the amalgamation of police services for
the Township of West Gwillimbury and
the Town of Bradford.
Situated in southern Ontario's Hoiland Marsh the Police must serve a mix
of rural and urban population. The fast
growing municipality is made up of
Toronto area commuters and an active
agricultural base.
The new shoulder patch (top) is worn
by 22 police officers, 8 special constables and 12 Auxiliary officers in their
daily duties.
During the transition from the town
ofBradford Police (bottom) to Bradford
West Gwillimbury the department issued its members an interim shoulder
patch (middle) with the name ofthe new
agency arced over the Town of Bradford
coat of arms. When a new coat of arms
was established by the new municipality
the new shoulder patch was issued in a
more standard "pill box" style.
All three shoulderpatches make good
collectors items and the interim patch is
a particularly rare fmd.
Persons wishing to obtain any or all
of these patches may contact Cst. Les
Bluestein at (905) 775-3311.
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INlRODUCING THE LlGHlWEIGHT SL-20XP:
Wh e n a heavyweight recharge able isn't necess ary but a ru gge d one i .
On ly Streamlight could come up with
a choice that makes it even easier to
carr) the flashlight that has become
the industry standard. We call it the
SL-20XP and it's the lighter partner for
our popular L-20X.
Our newest flashlight is the same
length as the SL-20X at 13 inches
long, but it weighs in at
on ly one pound, ha lf the
weight of its heavier
t \\ in.
Still, juSt because
the SL-20 , P is light,
don 't think it's a light\\ eight. Our super-tough
polymer case can rake a
lot of abuse. To prove it
we" e backed it with a

limited lifetime warranty that includes
the switch, ju t like the SL-20X.
The SL-20XP also offers the
same 1,000 charges. And it delivers up
to 25,000 candlepower from an 8 watt
halogen lamp for up to 85 minutes of
continuous use. It's fueled by a highcapacity Nickel-cadmium power cell
that can be charged whenever
not in use. Or in only 8 hours if
completely drained.
We've wrapped the SL20XP in a non-slip foam comfort grip, and made it availab le
in two colors, high-visibility
safety orange and non-reflective black.
Finally, we know that once
you get your hands on the SL-

20XP you won't want to let it go.
That's why we made it the on ly nonmetal rechargeable case available for
law enforcement that is serialized for
positive identification.
When it comes to giving you the
best choice in rechargeables, we don't
like to leave things up in the air.

STRERmLIGHT®
RECHARGEABLES
1030 West Germantov. n Pike
orristown, PA 19403
800-523-7188 610-631-0600
Fax: 610-631-0712

On July 30, ] 994, at
Grand Rapids Michigan, the Brandon Police Service became the
fourth Canadian police
agency to become accredited by the Commission on Accreditation for Law Enforcement Agencies (C.A.L.E.A.) . The Brandon Police Service now joins the police
services of Edmonton , Winnipeg and
Camrose in becoming one of Canada ' s
internationally accredited police agencies .
The Brandon Police Service was required to comply with 897 commission
standards covering the areas of:

- Law Enforcement Role, Resp onsibilities
and Relationships
- Organization, Management, andAdministration
- The Personnel Structure
- The Personnel Process
- Law Enforcement Operations
- Operations Support
- Traffic Operations
- Prisoner & Court Related Activities
- Aux iliary & Technical Services
The accreditation process comprises of
separate phases for the candidate agency.
These phases are:

1. The Application Phase (Submission of
f ormal application & Fees),
2. Completion of Agency Profile Questionnaire (An overview of the Agency's
organizational structure),
3. The SelfAssessment Phase (The Candidate Agency can elect to perform a
'Mock ' Inspection & Review of it 's
policies, Accreditation Files, Facilities etc. using qualified assessor 's who
work on their behalf,
4. The On-Site Assessment (The actual
visit and inspection by the Commission
On-Site assessor team),
5. The Commission Review & Decision
(The Commission meeting where the
Commission reviews the On-Site Team
Leaders Rep ort and decides on the
Agency becoming accredited) .
Forthe Brandon Police Service the process
began on August 1, 1991 , when a formal
application was forward ed to the Commission to enter the accreditation process. A
compl ete review of existing policy and
procedures was conducted, including the
developing and writing of any needed policies. As well, all necessary renovations
were made to the police facility in order to
meet the Commission 's standards for hold-

ing/ interview rooms and fire alarm and
detection systems.
To evaluate its policies and procedures,
facilities and equipment, the police service
elected to conduct a ' mock' inspection,
which took place between January 23 - 26,
1994, using two qualified assessors. This
process identified weak areas where revisions were necessary to existing policy and
procedures and corrected any problems
which may have presented difficulty in
compliance with Commission standards.
Once satisfied that the police service
was ready for the actual on-site inspection,
the Commission was notified thatthe Brandon Police Service was requesting permission to move from the self assessment
phase of the accreditation process to the
on-site phase.
The actual on-site inspection took place
between May 15 and 19th, 1994. A three
person assessor team arrived and received
a tour ofthe City of Brandon and the police
service's jurisdictional area, as well as
viewing a static display of equipment and
displays from each component of the police service.
Unlike other agencies, the Brandon
Police Service used a different approach
and invited the public to view the static
display once the assessor team was finished. This was very well received by the
public as well as the assessor team.
The team received a tour of the police
headquarters building and had the opportunity to visit and speak with the supervisors of each component of the police service. As part of the on-site inspection, the
assessor team conducted a scheduled public forum , answered the open public phone
in lines, reviewed Accreditation files and
reviewed the police service ' s policy and
procedures to ensure compliance with Commission standards.
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At the completion of the on-site inspection, the assessor team held the final
exit interview with the chief of police followed with a meeting in which all police
service employees, the mayor and city
council and other municipal employees
were invited to attend.
This was also a first for the assessor
team and was very well received by everyone. As a result of the on-site inspection,
the Brandon Police Service was recommended for review by the Commission and
was accredited on July 30th, 1994.
The Brandon Police Service is extremely proud of having attained this recognition of professional excellence. This
could not have been achieved without the
full cooperation and work completed by all
the police service's employees, the executive of the Brandon City Police Association, and the assistance received from the
Edmonton and Winnipeg Police Services.
Throughout the accreditation process,
the police service received the full support
of Brandon city council, city administration and other city departments, the citizens of the community as well as the Province of Manitoba Department of Justice,
who provided financial assistance, allowing the police service to attain accreditation status.
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REMINGTON® LAW ENFORCEMENT PRODUCTS

BACK-UP PAIl I 'N ERS
YOU CAN COUNT ON
MODEL 870™ POLICE SHOTGUN

The standard in 12 Gauge law enforcement
pump action shotguns nationwide.

MODEL " - 8 7™ POLICE SHOTGUN

Close-in performance 12 Gauge autoloader.

MODEL 700™ POLICE RIFLE

Designed for long range accuracy.

-dl-

UMC HANDGUN AND
RIFLE CARTRIDGES

GOLDEN SABER HPJ
HIGH PERFORMANCE
HANDGUN AMMUNITION

Training with quality.
MATCH GRADE
RIFLE CARTRIDGES

Meets U.S. federal law
enforcement standards.

Precision loaded.
high performance
ammunition.

MAINTENANCE

Broadest line of
shotgun. rifle and
handgun cleaning
components &
accessories
available.

12 GAUGE SHOTSHELLS

STANDARD ISSUE
HANDGUN
AMMUNITION

Sure-jiring. hard-hitting
buckshot alld rifled slugs.

In all popular law
enforcement calibers.

L aw enforcement officers
rely on Remington®for accurate,

Enforcement product provide

Law Enforcement and

the most comprehensive line

Government Sales Office, 620

dependable performance.
De igned with police depart-

of firearms, ammunition and
accessones.

Green Valley Road, Suite 304,
Green boro, NC 100% AMERICAN

ment and government agencie
in mind, Remington®Law

For a free copy of our latest
catalog, write to Remington®

27408. Or call
(910) 299-4032.
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udbury, Ontario, October 7, 1993 . Even as
the tragic event unfolded we knew instinctively what it
meant. The police
would get their long
awaited, long sought
after sem iautomatic
pi tols. It had been a
health and safety issue
all along. Almost preordained it took a
fatality, the death of udbury Regional
P Ii
on table Joe MacDonald to prove
it to the ntario government.
Due to the fatal but entirely predictable
inad quacyof on table Joe MacDonald's
i ue revolver, the e change of deadly
gunfire in the line of duty became for him
a virtUe I e ecution. The silent accomplices
were official intransigence and willful ignorance.
Th enabling legislation to acquire the
uperi r police uniform sidearm, which
had been low bridged for months, quickly
jumped to the top of the list and moved
ehead at top sp ed. The minister responsibl wa uddenly seized with an urgency to
a t which could only have been born of
damag control. At la t, police would have
up to date weaponry.
Issue Ammunition
Ilaving finally conceded that the carrying of a ix shooter revolver was a health
and afety concern for every officer patrolling the streets and byways of Ontario, the
ovcrnment approved the purchase and
i ue of a much improved semiautomatic
pi tol. It would be easier to fire, easier to
load and would hold more than twice the
number of round a the revolver.
Th n it wa time to consider the load,
an equally important health and safety
i ue. We naturally e pected the best. I [ow
could we know that Queen's Park had
en ther agenda?
gic would have dictated that the best
p th in determining the proper load would
b to defer to juri dictions already using the
more up to date weaponry. The R.C.M.P.
nd police servIce In other Canadian province , drawing upon years of experience
with more relevant data, could provide this
infonnati n quickly and at little orno costlo
our financially troubled treasury.
The .38 Special solid lead
Semi-wadcutter
In the meantime, thousands of police
p ronnel in Ontario still use the outdated
r volver and may be required to do so for

up to five more years. They will be in
continuing danger from using the type of
ammunition stipulated in Ontario Regulation 926. The factory loaded .38 Special
rounds are of solid lead alloy construction,
semi-wadcutter type (flat nose) with a
muzzle velocity not exceeding 1000 feet
per second when fired from a revolver
having a 4" barrel.
The solid lead bullet creates health
risks from lead contamination. The Occupational Health and afety Act (O.H.S.A.)
recognizes lead as a health hazard. While
the bullet may incapacitate those intentionally shot, it usually penetrates its target
and continues to be a danger to any person
along the trajectory. No other round may
be legally used by Ontario 's police in their
revolvers. The type of round for use in the
semiautomatic would be similarly dictated
by the province.
One thought that a golden opportunity
might have been seized to select a safer,
more effective round for the new semiautomatic police service pistols.
The Committee
But, no. An ad hoc committee of police
types (referred to by some police personnel as "ministry stooges") was formed apparently to lend credence to a decision on
ammunition for the new semiautomatics
which would baffle police and armaments
experts across the continent. Out of these
suspect and reportedly rancorous deliberations (some committee members tried to
disown the decision) arose the worst possible choice for a police service bullet: the
Full Metal Jacket recreational or target
practice round.
The Committee might have begun by
examining:
(a) the only legitimate purposes for police
use of deadly force, (imminent death or
grievous bodily harm to police and/or
citizens),
(b) the health and safety factor for the
police officer, those citizens under his
protection and innocent bystanders
(c) the real dangers of over penetration and
ricochets,
(d) the swift containment and cessation of
a deadly criminal incident before it
escalates.
However,judging by the limitations of
the bu Ilet eventually mandated for sem iautomatic use, the main priority was to discard the legitimate interests of the police
and public alike and focus on the special
interests of the assailant, ergo the person
shot. The bullet would:

(a) do the least amount of damage to the
felon shot,
(b) make the tidiest entry point,
(c) be least likely to divert the felon from
his murderous course of action,
(d) be most likely to exit neatly out of the
assailant and go well beyond.
The fatally flawed decision, whoever
made it, WILL result in the lossofinnocent
life atsome time in the future,just as surely
as the government's foot dragging led eventually to the death of Police Constable Joe
MacDonald. It's only a matter of time.
Am I overstating the case? Not in the
slightest!
The Full Metal Jacket Bullet
The only bullet which may now be
used in Ontario police semiautomatic
sidearms is the newly regulated truncated
cone "Full Metal Jacket". The "Full Metal
Jacket" (FMJ) ammunition is manufactured by the Federal Cartridge Company of
the United tates and has a brand name of
"American Eagle". Federal Cartridge markets this stuff exclusively as a "recreational or training type" ammunition and
makes no claims at all for its effectiveness
for law enforcement purposes.
Having read their promotional material and what amounts to a disclaimer from
its president, it is clear to the writer that
Federal Cartridge never intended the use
of "American Eagle" as duty ammo, by
law enforcers.
As the name implies "Full Metal Jacket"
bullets completely enclose the lead projectile with copper thereby preventing the soft
lead core from flattening and spreading
upon striking it's intended target. Th is is an
excellent choice when practicing on the
range as it provides a nice "clean" shot,
allows the gun to remain cleaner through
many firings, and reduces load contamination. If FMJ was used only on the range it
would be an ideal choice.
But in the real world where it counts,
out on patrol, a law enforcement officer
who must use his sidearm in defence of his
own or someone else's life (virtually the
only justification now allowable under
Canadian law) is not on a "recreational" or
practice shoot. He wants and deserves the
most accurate ammunition which safely
provides the greatest stopping power with
the fewest number of shots. One shot is the
ideal.
The advantage of FMJ on the range is
no advantage on the street.
The Worst Choice Possible
For Street Patrol
The Full Metal Jacket was never designed for street use. FMJ bullets cause the
greatest risk to the immediate environment
because "pass-through" shots and ricochets could strike innocent bystanders or
other police personnel. A FMJ bullet is
least likely to stop a lethal assailant. This
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would necessitate police firing additional
rounds to bring down a life endangering
subject or, because FMJ is known to be
dangerously uncontrollable, the police may
compound the danger by hesitating to fire
at aiL Why is it uncontrollable?
Penetration Factor
FMJ bullets have a penetration factor
averaging 44 inches when fired into ballistics gelatin in tests by the manufacturer,
Federal Cartridge. This indicates tremendous over penetration . The copper clad
round characteristically completely penetrates a target, as it is designed to do, and
will continue with sufficient velocity to be
a hazard to innocent persons along its
trajectory or caught in a ricochet. Once it
passes through its intended subject, it's
out-of-control ricocheting hazard to those
nearby cannot be overestimated. This is
why the FMJ is an unsuitable, even irresponsible choice for street use.
Controlled Expansion Bullets
More controlled, controllable and
proven safer rounds have long been on the
market. One police round to the torso will
immobilize the intended target. They are
made especially for police and known generically as hollow point controlled expansion bullets. These are presently in
regular service by all R.C-M .P. and virtually every other police service in Canada
and throughout the Unites States. HOWEVER, THEY ARE OUTLAWED FOR
USE BY THE ONTARIO GOVERNMENT FOR ONTARIO' S POLICE.
These bullets are designed to deform in
a controlled fashion upon contacting a
target and the speed ofthe projectile quickly
decreases on impact. Its penetration rate
when test fired into ballistic gelatin is between 12" and 20", and is said to be the
ideal rate according to F.B.1. findings .
Controlled Expansion bullets dramatically reduce the potential for excessive
penetration, pass through and unpredictable ricochets. The bullets are also more
likely to incapacitate, rather than merely
annoy a dangerous felon , reducing at once
the risk to innocents nearby.
Used to Protect World
Leaders but Illegal in Ontario
Controlled expansion bullets are not
new. During the visit of the Pope to Toronto in 1985 and again during the G-7
Summit Meeting of world leaders in Toronto in 1988, all special police security
had to turn in their regular rounds of ammunition and were issued and directed to
use the more effective and ultimately safer
Controlled Expansion bullets. After the
leaders went home, our Special Task Force
police had to return the Controlled Expansion ammo and revert back to their old
rounds. Are the Iives of the world leaders
more important than yours or mine?

A Menace to a Safe Street
Environment
If a battery of defence lawyers (and it
looks like there is such a panel) were choosing the police bullet that would cause the
least harm to their clients as they committed some lethal criminal act, they would
almostcertainlyselectthe Full Metal1acket
round. This bullet would be their best insurance that:
(a) they would have a client to defend and
(b) their handsome defence fees would be
reassured and
(c) huge lawsuits against FMJ jurisdictions
could be anticipated.

If, on the other hand, the health and
safety of Ontario' s law abiding public and
the police who protect them were paramount, Ontario' s choice, for all police
sidearms in current and future use, would
be the same for regular duty as that of
virtually every other pol ice jurisdiction in
North America, . the controlled expansion
bullet.
NEXT MONTH
A representative of a bullet manufacturer gives results of their surveys,
research and studies regarding police
ammunition.

Draw the lliie
against disabling back pain
Enhances officer safety
Durable, steel frame
construction resists seat-back
failure during collisions and
extreme acceleration.
Comfortable with
superior back support
Seat configuration
accommodates required
police equipment Orthopedically benefidal design
reduces stress and fatigue.
Lowers maintenance costs
High-strength polyethylene
shell and DuPont fabric
combine to reduce seat maintenance and replacement costs.

Saves money
Reduces worker's comp
claims and lost manpower hours by helping
to prevent lower back
stress and driver
fatigue. Improves job
performance.
Adjusts to fit you
Fixed and adjustable lumbar
support helps reduce
back-related
problems.
Height and tilt
adjustments, too.

- FREE BROCHUREWrite or call for all the facts that can improve comfort,
safety and officer performance while reducing overall operating costs.

The PRO COPPER®Seat
From Concept Seating Inc.

4141 W. Bradley Rd., Milwaukee, Wl 53209

1-800-892-5563
IN CA ADA CONfAcr: Peter Randell, Randell Marketing and Consulting, 416-491-6454
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menced in January, 1994,
and has generated a great
deal of interest and registrations from across Canada
and abroad. Ten members
of municipal police forces
in the Republic of Slovakia
are presently enrolled in this
course as this newly independent country learns
from Canadian policing
practices and adopts them
in their home country.
Since then , an expanded program has
been developed which is entitled Certificate in Police Leadership - Levell (CPLI). It has been designed for police personnel across Canada with supervisory or middle, management responsibilities.
This program will he lp participants to
develop the necessary knowledge, skills,
and abilities required by supervisors and
managers to function efficiently and effectively within the police organization and
community they serve.
Level I is comprised of two courses,

In the ovember 1993 issue of Blue Line, Magazine, readers were introduced to a new distance
education course, entitled
Police Leadership ami
Mall agem ellt Develop m ellt (formerly Introducti n t Police Management) being offered
by Dalh u ie University.
The fir t e ion of Police Leadership
and Management Development com-

Police Leadership and Management Development and Communication Skills fo r
Police Personnel. A Level II program is
presently under consideration for the Fall
of 1995.
The overall objectives of the CPL-I are:
(I) to provide police personnel and other
interested individuals with a comprehensive introduction to the management of policing services,
(2) to provide a program of professional
development for officers who need to
strengthen their leadership and management skills,
(3) to improve and enhance the overall
professionalism of policing services in
Canada.
The CPL-I will be of interest to police
officers, as well as civilian personnel employed by police departments; in instances
where there is lack of training spaces in
supervisory/management courses offered
the police training institutions; recently
promoted officers who have to wait long
periods of time before receiving such required training; officers from small or rural forces which do not have the staffing
levels to cover others on training leave;
officers from forces that are under budget
restraints; individuals who are waiting to

Have You Seen This Child?
Thi i a monthly column supplied by th e Roya l a nadia n Moun ted Police
Mi in g Children' Registry in cooperation with Blue Li ne Magazi ne.
A ll materiaL supplied is copywrite jree and m ay be di tributed to local m edia.

Readers who feel they know the whereabouts of
this child are asked to call

(613) 993-1525 or Fax (613) 993-5430.
Or

National Center for Missing and Exploited Children
Name of Child

Sex:

JEREMY CHRISTIAN CHISHOLM

Date of Birth:

3, 1978

Race:

MALE

Details

WHITE

ABDCJCTED BY PARENT

Height

Weight

Hair

76cM

16KG .

APRIL

Date Last Seen

21, 1980

AUG

DROWN

Eyes
DLUE

Missing From:
HUBBARDS, NOVA SCOTIA

Sex:

Known Abductor

FEMALE

GLORIA ANNETTE CHISHOLM

Date of Birth:
JAN

1-800-843-5678

Race:

Relation To Child

20 , 1960

Height

160 CM

MOTHER
WHITE
----~--------~---------.-----------i

Weight:

49 KG .

Hair

DROWN

Eyes

GR££N
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register in the Senior Police Administration Course (SPAC) atthe Canadian Police
College (CPC); and officers looking to
advance to a supervisor position may want
to complete these courses independently,
before they are promoted. The courses are
open to all applicants, regardless of pre vious educational experience.

Police Leadership and
Management Development
(formerly introduction to Police Management)

The first course, Police Leadership and
Management Development, provides a
practical approach to leadership and management and focuses on the following topics: an overview of where police fit in the
criminaljustice system and serve the needs
of citizens; the changes in Canadian society and implications for policing; an introduction to community-based and problem-oriented policing styles; an introduction to race and multicultural relations and
the need for a greater understanding of
community diversity by police personnel;
leadership theories and the knowledge and
skills required of police leaders; systems
building and organizational learning; individual and group behavior; and alternate
ways to lead and manage police services in
the future.

Communications Skills for Police
Personnel
Superior communication skills, both
written and verbal, are essential for all
police personnel. The development of such
skills will enable them to present better
their ideas, to give clear instruction to staff
members, to prepare and make effective
presentations within their own organization and with sectors of the community,
and be able to deal effectively with the
media, officials from other government
departments, and special interest groups.
The Communications Skills for Police
Personnel course is designed to deal with
several kinds of professional communication within the police community. It includes a review of writing skills, writing
memoranda and short letters, proposal and
report writing, public speaking and making presentations.
The academic year of the CPL-I runs
on a schedule of two sixteen-week study
periods. Each course lasts for one study
period and is conducted entirely by distance education -access to libraries or other
sources of supplementary information
should not be a concern to members of
remote detachments.
You are normally expected to com-

A ugust/.'Sepfember, 1994

plete four assignments, including a final
examination for each course. You will
have the flexibility of submitting your assignments at any time within the 16-week
time period.
You can expect to devote between 60
and 100 hours of study to each course. At
a rate of two course's per year, you can
complete the Certificate in one year.
With the successful completion of the
assignments and final examinations for
both courses, you will receive a Certificate
in Police Leadership - Levell. With the
successful completion of an individual
course, you will receive a Certificate of
Completion.

Timetable
Fall
August 29 - December 17, 1994

o Communications Skills for Police Personnel
o Police Leadership and Management Development

Winter
January 9 - April 28, 1995
DCommunication Skills for Police- Personnel
o Police Leadership and Management Development

Tuition is $445.00, all inclusive. If
you are interested in enrolling in these
courses, please contact Elizabeth
Mercer at (902) 494-8838 or write
her at
Dalhousie University,
Centre for Public Management,
6100 University Ave .,
Halifax, NS
83H 3J5

First Distance
Education Course
A Resounding
Success
Now, with the completion of
the course, receipt offinal assignments and compilation of course
evaluations, the course is confirmed as a success.
The spaces for enrolment were
filled weeks before the registration deadline and a waiting list
was created in the event of someone dropping out. No one did: 137
students were accepted to the
course, and approximately 200
<?thers were placed on a waiting
list for the next offering in September, 1994.
The enrolments were as varied as police work itself. The majority of them came from middleto large-size cities, but 20% lived
or worked in rural areas. Of the
137 registrants, 11 were female.
In the end, the withdrawal rate
was only 4.9% - a surprising figure given the rigour of the course
and the characteristics ofthis particular body of students.
Many indicated how happy
they were to be able to take such
a course at their own speed and
not worry about shift scheduling
or commuting to a campus.

Whatever your product or training needs we deliver on time every time

Expanding Baton
Training

Michaels of Oregon

We are holding classes to certify security and
police officers wishing to carry expandable
batons. Please call for dates & times.

Buy ~ shoulder. holster or fanny pac!<.ard we will
throw In a belt slide holster at no additional

Course costs $60.00 or
$150.00 Baton and Case included
$57. 75 plus taxes

Law Enforcement Officer Products & Training
Agent For: Bowmac Gunpar, United Uniform, Dactar Systems. Police Ordnance
36 Newport Avenue, Courtlce, Ontario L 1 E 288

1-800-848-8155
Phone:

436-8747 Fax:

432-7468
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Joseph Murray New HCMP Commissioner
In 1986, Commissioner Murray returned to Headquarters as the Officer in
Charge of VIP ecurity/Airport Policing.
In December 1987, he was made Director,
Protective ervices and in June 1988, he
was appointed to the post of Director,
Protective Policing. In March 1991, he
assumed the position of Commanding Officer of "A" Division, in Ottawa.
In December, 1991 he was appointed
Deputy Com missioner (Adm in istration), a
position he occupied until November 1993,
at which time he was named Deputy Commissioner, Operations; he is responsible
for all the criminal operations ofthe RCMP.
Commissioner Murray is a member of
several duty related organizations and he
has been granted the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police Long ervice Medal and
the Canada 125 Medal.
He is married and has three children.
Prime Mini ter Jean hretien, on the
re I11mendation of the olicitor General
of • nad" the II nourable Ilerbert Gray,
h. announced the appointment of Deputy
mmi ioner Philip Murray as Commissioner of the Royal anadian Mounted
PoliceeffectiveJune26, 1994 . Mr. Murray
u ceed ommlsSloner orman Inkster
\ ho i retiring afier 37 yearn with the
R MP, including more than six years as
ommi ioner.
ommi ioner Murray wa born on
March 6, 1943 in Ottawa, Ontario. lie
r iv d hi Bachelor of Administration
fr m the Univer ity of Regina with Great
i tinction in 1977, having been awarded
the Univer ity eneral Proficiency choir hip in both 1975 and 1976. In 1978, he
r eived hi
ertificate in Bu iness Admini tration from the University of Regina.
ommis ioner Murray joined the
Royal anadian Mounted Police in March
1962. nd,. fier recruit training, was posted
to the Province of askatchewan . Following t n year of general police duties, he
er ed a term a the taffRelations Reprent tive ~ r a katchewan . llewas posted
to Ileadquarter , ttawa in 1977, where he
r ed in planning and program evaluation
relat d function. Following language
training in 1981, he was posted to protecti c p licing duties at "A" Division, Ott w" follo\ ing which he served as the
fficcr in hnrge of Feceral Policing for
four years.

Apology First On The Agenda
For New Commissioner
One of the first tasks performed by the
newly appointed RCMP Commissioner,
Joseph Murray, was to make a formal
apology to Canada's black community.
The apology, released on July2nd, was
in the form of reassurance to the black
community afier some reports written by
the then ecurity Section (now known as
I ) contained several derogatory remarks about blacks.
The reports were filed in the early 60's
and 70's and were submitted as part of on-

going surveillance by the branch into the
civil rights movement then taking place in
Halifax.
"It is clear that some files from that
period contained racial stereotypes", the
Commissioner's statement said, "and portrayed members of the black community in
a derogatory manner.
"I do not condone such comments in
any way and must state clearly that the
RCMP deeply regrets and apologizes for
the negative reflection that this has had on
the black community.
"The RCMP strives to promote positive police/race relations at all levels of
Canadian society. We remain constantly
vigilant in ensuring that our policies and
programs reflect the diversity of the Canadian cultural mosaic.
"The RCMP recognizes that itwill face
numerous challenges in the future and is
committed to meeting these in a sensitive,
culturally aware, and tolerant fashion which
will ensure that past actions, such as these,
are never repeated."
Media Director, C/Supt. Jacques
Lemay, later advised that the Commissioners apology was intended to reassure
Canadians that the present and future direction ofthe force is that ofa more culturally aware agency.
Lemay also made it clear that the apology was directed at the language and stereotypes used in the report and was not an
apology for performing the surveillance.
"This was a very necessary duty of the
RCM P at that time," he said. The agency has
since been restructured and the responsibilities for such activity is now in the hands
of the Canadian Intelligence Service."

FLASHES
By Tony MacKinnon

"You just can't beat
it for sniffing out
those high, hard to
reach places. "
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Scientists report that about one and one-half million people
are infected with the AIDS virus.

Occupationally transmitted bloodborne infections
account for an estimated 250 deaths per year.

DuPont BioWear disposable apparel can help
protect you from infectious fluids.
M

In your work, you can't afford to take unnece ary chance .
With infection by bloodbome pathogen such as vim es and
bacteria an ever-pre ent po sibility, you need all the protection
you can get. For your elf... and tho e you go home to.
Fortunately, you can count on DuPont BioWear apparel.
Made into comfortable, ea y-to-wear protective apparel of
Tyvek®, Tyvek®Barri tae" and ComforMax™fabrics, DuPont
BioWear offers needed protection in a variety of chemical and
viral expo ure situations.

Garment of DuPont BioWear feature quality con truction
and generou sizing for men and women in a variety of tyles.
And the e are the FACTS you can live with.
For more information about DuPont BioWear garments
call 1-800-663-7027 today.

<[[lfORD

BioWear™
Only by DuPont

·.. news beat ... news beat ... news beat
RCMP National Operations Centre
Opens for Business
The 1990 Oka Crisis
and the Persian Gulf
War exposed the need
for a special facility to
serve an essential focal
point for information
gathering, coordination
and monitoring during
cri is situations. The R MP alionalOperation entre, or 0 ,is that facility ne of the mo t advanced of its kind anywhere in the world.
Through careful design and use ofstateof-the-art technology, the NO is a flexible centre, capable ofadapting to meet the
changing needs of the R MP and the communities it serves well into the next century.
The approved projected costs of the
o was $7.2 million, approximately
$400K under budget. The establishment
wa constructed with funds which existed in
the R MP budgets, meaning that no additional fund were required to finance the
cost. The annual costs of roughly $900K
will al 0 be covered through existing budgt with reallocation and restructuring.
The N 's design integrates designs
and concept which have been used by
peration centres in an ada, the United
tates and Britain. orne designs have come
fr me tablishments such as Canada Post,
the F.B.1. and cotland Yard.
Three members of the RCMP will operate within the Centre 24-hours-a-day, 7days-a-week. During any crisis situations
lip to 22 people will be able to operate
within the N , each with his own work
tation.
is the main contact point for
The N
all R MP members throughout Canada
nd < round the world. RCMP peacekeepers
or ecurity personnel traveling with the
Prime Minister, can call one number, any
time of the day or night, from anywhere in
the world, ifthey have a need to contact the
R MP's enior ecutive.
Briefings for the RCMP's enior Executive ommittee ( ommissioner and
eputy ommisioners) will be held at the
very morning. The briefings will
deal with important issues and incidents
which have occurred over the previous 24
hours. Fa t-moving crisis matters will be
updated by the minute.
A state-of-the-art video conferencing

capability means the senior Executive Committee can commu nicate face-to-face with
other senior officers in anyofthe 13 RCMP
Divisions across Canada.
Aside from the conferencing equipment the NOC is equipped with 22 separate consoles, including specific locations
in the event of a crisis for liaison officers
from other government departments or
agencies, four large video display screens,
the capability to monitor up to 14 TV
signals, 6 radio signals, print wire services, four satellite dishes, secure and nonsecure telephone and fax communications,
a video conferencing system, access to all
available police and national security
databases and a self-contained power, heat
and air conditioning system with backup.

Search Warrants
Quashed By
Supreme Court
Judge
Evidence relating to the post Stanley
Cup riots in Vancouver may never be discovered because a B.C. Supreme Court
judge refuses to release search warrants.
The Vancouver Province, Sun newspapers
and the CBC collectively received seizure
warrants. The newspapers handed over
negatives of pictures taken during the June
14 riot to police in a sealed envelope with
the understanding that the legal issues
would be resolved before the contents of
the envelope were revealed. TheCBC simply refused to give raw videotape to police.
Roger McConchie, lawyer for the Province felt the warrants were too inclusive
and unclear.

Beretta .40 Caliber Pistols Selected by York
Regional Police and 10 Other Canadian
Agencies

The York Regional Police Service
(YRPS) and 10 other Canadian law enforcement agencies have recently selected
Beretta Model 960 .40 caliber pistols as
their official sidearm.
Over 2,500 of the 960 "double action
only" pistols will be ordered by these agencies, with the York Police accounting for
700 units. (York is a major suburb outside
Toronto.) The YRPS selected the Centurion
version of the 960 which features a compact barrel and slide mounted on a full-size
frame.
A spokesman for the pistol selection
committee for YRPS said that Beretta beat

&~~~~~~=============~22)-

out four other gun makers
for the contract based on
feature-by-feature comparisons. "In terms of
safety and reliable performance, Beretta was on
top," he said. "After four
months of testing, the
Berettas demonstrated a
level of consistency that
met and exceeded our testing criteria."
The ten other agencies
who selected 96Ds are as
follows: Belleville, Carleton, Cornwall,
Dresden, Pembroke, Sarnia, Smith Falls,
Sudbury, Trenton and Thunder Bay.
These announcements mark the beginning ofa major trend in Canada away from
revolvers for law enforcement. They are
also significant because they mirror asimilar trend that began in the U.S. in 1983. In
that year, the Connecticut State Police became one of the first police agencies in the
country to adopt semiautomatic pistols as
their official sidearm. Their selection of
Beretta Model 92 9mm pistols sparked a
nationwide move in law enforcement away
from revolvers to semiautomatics.
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tridge, this new large frame packs elevenround firepower. In all other respects, it's pure
92F. Same ergonomic design. Same safety
features. Same easy maintenance.

SIG SAUER P226

Double action semi·automatic, locked breech, delayed
blowback. Ambidextrous external safety.
Calibre:
.40 cal.
Also available in:
Barrel length: 4.92"
Overall length: 8.5"
. Double/single action. with external safety decocking \ever
Overall height: 5.4"
. Doublels.ngle action. with external decocking \ever only
Weight:
34 oz.
Double acbon only Without safety (lever slick slide)
Mag. capacity: 10 rounds . . Double acbon only With external safety lever

Type:

~

CAT. No. 0589-P09619DT

~Berelta U.S.A.

9mm Parabellum.

Calibre:
Overall length:
Overall height:
Overall width:
Barrel length:
Type:

7.71 "
5.47".

1.45".

Weight, w/o mag.:
Weight of empty mag.:
Muzzle energy:
Mag. capacity:

4.41 ".
Double·action/single action or double-action
only. Mechanically·locked, recoil·operated
autoloader with patented automatic firing·pin
lock safety.
26.5 oz.
3.4 oz.
368 ft/Ibs. (depending on ammunition used.).
15/20 rounds

CAT. No. 0746-226-9-B
CAT. No. 0746-226-9-B-DAO

H ... kler & Koch

USP .40 S&W OR 9 MM
PISTOL
No. 0375·704001
No. 0375·704005
No. 0375·709001
No. 0375·709005

Double/single action .40 S & W
Double action only .40 S & W
Double/single action 9 MM
Double action onl 9 MM

RUGER
KP91DAC .40 AUTO
DECOCKER PISTOL
No. 0673·KP91 DAO Stainless steel, double·action only
No. 0673·KP91 DC Stainless steel, ambidextrous decocker

THESE AND A WIDE VARIETY OF OTHER FINE PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM

l!l

R • NICHOLLS
DISTRIBUTORS INC

•

LONGUEUIL, QUE.
OTTAWA SALES, ONT.
MISSISSAUGA,ONT.
EDMONTON, AB.
FREDERICTON, N.B.
GOULDS, NFLD.
TRURO, NOVA SCOTIA

TEL:
TEL:
TEL:
TEL:
TEL:
TEL:
TEL:

(514)
(813)
(905)
(403)
(506)
(709)
902

442-9215
737~281

829-9171
973-3999
385-2484
368~9

893-3288

FAX:
FAX:
FAX:
FAX:
FAX:
FAX:
FAX:

(514)
(813)
(905)
(403)
(506)
(709)
902

442-9581
737~281

829-9184
973-3291
385-2499
368~1

893-3227

Three Police Organizations Join In
Battle To Dump The Bullet
The RCMP have studied the issue of ammunition and given their officers hollowpoint bullets, as do many other forces across
Canada and the United States," said Jim
Garchinski, President of the PAO. "Why
should our police officers' lives be put at
risk ."
Chief Bob Middaugh, speaking on behalfofthe Ontario Association of Chiefs of
:0 Police stated his organization fully supE
.E ports the call for the regulation changes.
5 "We are concerned that the ammunition
f that is currently specified for police officer
~ use in Ontario does not provide us with
~ enough assurance of incapacitating the vio.c
0..
lent criminal," he stated.
Inspector Bill Watts, President of the
In a rare howof olidarity, the Police Association of On to rio and the Senior Officers'
ociation joined with th e Police Association of Ontario to denounce tlte use of
enior Officers ' Association said that potflln ated cone bullet . een above are hief Bob fir/daugh, Harry DeJong, Insp. Bill lice are well aware of the concerns exJ att f and Jim Garchin ki at a joint panel pre s conference held last Jun e.
pressed by some people that there is a risk
that innocent people may be accidentally
n June 27 at a press conference held amendment to the Police ervices Act. The shot by the hollow-point ammunition. l ie
in
haw, . ntario. the Police Associa- amendment of this act would allow offic- said the senior officers believe that there is
tion of ntario. the Ontario Association of ers to use hollow-point ammunition.
more danger from ricochetting bullets with
hier: of Police and the Ontario enior
"The safety ofthe officers is threatened the ammun ition pol ice have now than from
fficer ' As ociation announced that they because they're given inadequate equip- the hollow-point ammunition they are seekwou Id join together in an effort to seek an ment to protect themselves and the public. ing.
, We must put the concern of an accident into perspective," Watts said, " In the
last twenty years there have been 59 police
officers shot to death in the line of duty in
Canada. The safety of the lives offront line
officers is a major issue."
The most stinging indictment came
from Mr. Garchinski when he pointed out
the execution style death of Constable
MacDonald of the udbury Regional PoA, anada's leadmg hody armour manu(a turer,
lice. "We believe that he may have sur,m'ldlan &x.!y Armour has developed a new
vived if he had the right equipment, both
external .IITIer (or Kevl.lr T 'armour. A (ull
the semi-automatic handgun and hollowrange 0 ~I,e, (or men and women allow you
point ammunition. The facts that have been
III have all the pr~ltectlon o( our popular
made public through the media indicate
on ealahl' \·c,t WIth none o( the
that he shot one of his killers with the
m OJ1\·cnlcncc.
gOtx.! (It" e. ' nnal
current ammunition, but it didn't stop the
(nr full pn tectllln
More and more departmcnts arc
guy from allegedly beating and shooting
approvtng thl" new e.ternal carner.
the officer to death. Officers need equipThey want theIr o(fl er, to have
ment that will incapacitate criminals when
pmtec[lon thm I, com(ortahle to wear.
necessary."
All the time .
All three associations pledged to supanadian Body Armour Ltd.,
port an action commenced by London Po,peClail~lng In <,(){t lxxly
armour meeting I) 0101.03
lice Constable Tom Drouillard before the
,[,mdard, and uSing
~ "'\
Ontario Government. The officer's com100% Dupont Kevlar '"
............
\
plaint is that his safety is at risk because of
(or over 10 yean..
.... .... -: ~\l>
,\
the inadequate ammunition he must use in
"' ........ l1ttS r "\~\}\.. \
the line of du .
\~~ \'0
\
\ C~~~} ~\\l\\l\)\\.... .l
Mr. Garchinski concluded by adding
QUALITY BOOY ARMOUR
\\ ,,"\l\}~
....
"if
the
government acts positively on his
....
........
YOU CAN LIVE WITH
complaint then that will solve this prob""
....
R NEW 1
.ATl N · 056 Torhram Rd .• Brampton, ON, <lnada L6T 3T2
lem . Ifnot, we will have to have some hard
Tel (90S) 7992999/ (90S) 799-3003, Fax: (905) 799-2890
discussions with the government."

DON'T BITE
THE BULLET

ON COMFORT.

.
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VVhen
To

This Is
You

efore you tiel your necl out and inve t
your' eOrrrnll.Ullty's Inoney on a radio COIllIllUni aU n
y t In, it pay to a k around.
I police officer which radio COIllIllUnicati n equipInent th y rely on to protect
th ir citizen.
k fire fighter which equipIn nt th tru t InO t d~ITing eIn rgencie .
1 your friend in govcrnm nt what upplier the turn to to solve th ir radio
cOIllIllunications need .
QUALIT Y
OlOna. f\lotol'()lu
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Time and tim.e again, you'llllear the
Motorola naIne. And with good r ason.
Motorola is one of the world's leadin
provider of wirele cOIllIll~u1ications. And
we've been providing cOIllIllurrication solution to government ag ncies for n1.or than
50 years.
Why tick your neck out,"\ hen all you
have to do is ask. Motorola.
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This is a free service to law enforcement agencies and related personnel support
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August 17-2 1, 1994
ATA IRAGM '94
Mis issa uga - Ontario
The anadian Association ofTechnical Accident Inve tigators and
Reconstructionists will be holding a
four day seminar/conference hosted
by the Ontario Provincial Police on the
ubject of "Iluman Factor Influencer
in Traffic rashes. For further details
on the seminar or on becoming a member contact Bob cott (905) 874-3147
or FAX (905) 874-4032.

September II - 15
Ontlllio Law Enforcement Conference
Hamilton - Ontario
The Hamilton Municipal Law Enforcement Department wi ll be this year's
host to the Ontario Annual Training
Seminar and conference directed at
bylaw and special enforcement officers. A trade fair will be associated with
this event. This trade fair will be open
to all law enforcement officers at all
jurisdiction levels. For further detai ls
contact Jim Rose at (905) 546-4511 .

ugust 2 1 - 26, 1994
.L.LA. Wor kshop '94
Edm ont on - Alberta
The R MP "K" Division Drug Enforcement Branch and the RCMP Edmonton Drug ection will be hosting
the annual " landestine Laboratory
Investigator 's A sociation workshop.
There will be a trade show in conjunction with this event. For further details
about the event contact Cpl. K.J .
raham at FAX 403 945-5579 or
phone (403) 945-5533 .

eptember 22 - 25
1994 Canadian Police Motorcycle
Champi onships
Shann onvill e, - Ontario
This year's event will include an open
invitational Police Motorcycle Champions hip that wi ll see racers from
around the world attending to compete. For further details and registration contact Dave Stewart at (905)
831-201 3 or Fax (905) 83 1- 1929.

eptcmber II
Peace Office rs Ducks Unl imited
Fund-Rai sing Auct io n and Dinner
Winnipeg - Manitoba
Winnipeg ity Police, RCMP, Natural
Resources Officers, Corrections Officers and Military Police invite you to
an Auction & Dinner to be held at the
Warrant Officers Mess, FB Winnipeg, at $;30 P.M., Cost $70.00/couple,
$40.00/s inglc. This includes memberhip in Ducks Unlimited. rurther details contact M. Mitchell . (204) 9835111.

October 2-7
Internati onal Associati on of Law
Enforcement Planners Annual Co nference
Jackson 1I0ie - Wyo min g
The Snow King Resort wi ll be the
venue for the 1994 Training Conference. Formembership information and
further details contact David Foster at
(307) 733-14300r Fax (307) 739-0919.
October 20-2 1, 1994
Child Abuse Preve nti on Co nference
To ronto - Ontario
The Institute for tile Prevention of Child
Abuse presents its 9th Annual Confer-

ence, " Know More": Prevetnion
Through Education, at the Delta Chelsea Hotel. For details contact the conferenceCoo rdinatorat(416) 92 1-3151
Fax (416) 921-4997.

FOR SA LE - Ideal get-away private
island, Northern Ontario , Lake
Temiskaming. $54,900 .
Call Doug McLennan, Century 2 1.
(705) 647-8148 .

November 9 - 10, 1994
GrcatcrMetroTorontoPoIiceTradeShow
Scarborough - Ontari o
The staffofthe Metropolitan Toronto
Police College in conjunction with
Blue Line Magazine will host their
second annual trade show. This event
will attract over 50 companies and
individuals with products and services
of interest to law enforcement. The
show is open to all emergency services
pe rsonne l. For further details contact
Paul Vorvis at (416) 324-0590 or Fax
(416) 324-0597.

ravel
Police Wanted
For Adventure And Travel.
Law enforcement - prison - retired
police - police equipment suppliers security - military and police students
wanted for an omcial visit to the Nati onal Police of Republic of China
Taiwan : Experience - weapons teamsdog units - crime scene Div. - marine
and tramc sections - unarmed combat
- kung fu fighting - train travel. Official tour certificate issued by senior
law enforcement omcers to you and
much more. For a free tour booklet
place your name on our mailing list.
Send a card to: Pol ice/Success Travel,
PO Box 58003, 500 RossIand Rd. West,
Oshawa, Ontario L1J 3LO. Tour date
October 23 to 30, 1994. Cost: all inclusive from L.A. $2150. Ten Days.

November 26, 1994
In Harm ony With The Co mmuni ty
New Market - Ontario
York Regional Police Male Chorus
will present an evening of music at the
St.Elizabeth Seton Catholic Church
which wi ll feature music from Ottwa
Police, Metro Toronto Police, Halton
Region Police and York Region Police
Chroale groups. Proceeds to Big Sisters of York Region . For tickets call
Supt. Lowell McClenny at (905) 8300303 Ext:7960

September 22 to 25, 1994
Race With Intemational Police Officers

Attend A Banquest
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For further de,talls and r egIstratIon contact
Dave Stewart at (90S) 8 3 1-20 13

or FaX (90S) 83 1- 1929.

M

NEWBlack Kevlar Gloves
Snug fitting knit gloves protect hands
from cuts & flame.
Special "police" pattern $
45
grip to enhance grip
Incl. S&H
Add GST &PST
on equipment
Where applicaable
and suspects

2 6.

Send cheque or money orde r
along with glove size to:

TACTICAL PRODUCTS
CORPORATtON

30 8evsh ire Circ le, Thornhill, Ontario, L4J 583

SHELL TOP BODY ARMOUR
A DIVISION OF RAM SPORTSWEAR

@
SHEll. TOP VEST
MAKERS OF BODY ARMOUR CARRIERS. BULLET PflOOF VESTS ,
JACKETS & SWEATERS. AVAILABLE TO POLICE, MILlTAAY,
AND RELATED FORCES

HARVEY KRUGER
3070 DUNDAS ST. WEST
TORONTO , ONTARIO M6P 1Z7

TEL: (. UI) 769-3303
FAX: (.18) 769-2OG

TEL: (905) 738-4711 • FAX: (905) 738-9469
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fLANDESTINE LABO ATOll
INVESTIGATOR 'S ASSOCIATlO~

IF YOUR ARE a people person, an entrepreneur, achiever, value recognitlon, are a\leafler
and a successful person, and are looking for a
business of your own, then call Sandy Mealing
1-705-722-0938 or Fax (705) 722-8095 for
information today.

Peace Officers have
agood understanding how close help
is for every citizen
of this country because they provide
~~. .mllS:bl-.
that help. When it
OI~lo()ts In rllh'l'CI!' comes to their own
i\l'o (;108111'
needs, however,
Til II II Tllo~' .\1'1'0111 they are notso sure.
That is where we come in. We are the
Canadian Fellowship of Christian Peace
Officers, a federal non-profit corporation
which encourages peace officers locally,
nationally and internationally to join in
fellowship.
If you would like to know more we urge
you to subscribe to our publication simply
called "PEACEMAKER". If you would like
more information on becoming asubscriber
or member simply write down your name,
address and phone number and mail to:

WOIU{SIIOI)
&
'I'IL\))I~

snow

Presented by the staff of the
C.O. Bick College

November 9 • 10
8:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
4620 Finch Avenue East, Scarborough

(At Brimley Road)
This is an opportul/ity for individuals
involved in law enforcement and the
security industry to see the latest in
products and services from a variety
of sources. Exhibits will il/clude law
enforcemel/t equipment,jitl/ess/
weight room supplies, computer
products, books and publications.
These products will be available for
immediate purchase

Open to all law enforcement
and security personnel
For further details call
S/Sgt. Paul Vorvis (416) 324-0590

~o:::::::::::;.r \'\

Sharing the Truth
and the Way
and the Life
Our Lord Jeslis elITIst

The Trade Show is open to all police officers
and will feature 24 companies with products of
interest to officers involved in the drug
enforcement field

For further details contact
Cpl. K,J. Graham
FAX 403 945-5579
or
Phone (403) 945-5533

You can now keep your back
issues in good shape for
future reference.

lViUaollt Franehlse Costs!

QUOrUm'"
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21- 26
1994

If you enjoy reading
this magazine it must
be worth saving!

Franehise
Quorum is a leading-edge networking company
that markets high quality electronic products to
enhance personal SECURITY, SAFETY AND
HEALTH.I am a retired police officer interviewing
retired or serving peace officers that are people
oriented and have been thinking of ways to increase their income, add to their retirement income and get some tax breaks. The compensation package averages 30%, you do not need to
stock the products and your enforcement background is a natural fit. Quorum is the largest
sponsor of the 'Special Olympics' and is very
financially involved in the 'McGruff- take a bit out
of Crime' Program.
Write for more information
211 Dover Ridge Close SE
Calgary AB T2B 2C5

Edmonton
August

This binder will securely store
one volume (10 issues) on
your bookshelf for many years
to come.
Magazines are easy to place
and easy to remove. Binder
opens fiat for easy reading.
Order by Mail, Phone Or Fax

i2A-498i Highway 7 East, Ste. 254, Markham, Ontario, L3P 1 Vi

Phone (90S) 640-3048

or FAX 1-800-563-1792
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[ personally do not want to be the judge
of what is normal and what is abnormal or
deviant. [n order to be able to declare
myself the norm, I must be prepared to
become the standard by which all others
are measured. I don ' t think any of us
old myth. orne new research indicates would be willing to do this.
By eil V. Thompson
that there may be a genetic component
[ could fill this magazine with horrenI do not know what it is like to be gay, responsible for the differences.
dous stories of discrimination and vioDean Hamer, a mo lecu lar biologist at lence which have involved citizens of this
but having lived in Vancouver's We t nd
the Nationa l Cancer Institute in Bethesda, continent, simply because they were gay,
~ r th pa t seven years, I have come to
m et and know many gay individuals, of Maryland, studied forty pairs of gay broth- or women, or black or Hispanic. I think
b th exe. The gay community in Van- ers. He found that in thirty-three of the enough is enough. Ladies and gentlemen
c u er, a in other major centre add a pairs, the brothers had the same distinctive we have nothing to fear from gays, and
markers near one end of the X chromo- while [ realize that the sexual practices of
7. t and itality to urban life, that certainly
would not be here \ ithout them. They are some.
gays are what prompts a lot ofthe hostility,
imon LeVay, a gay educator and fear and misunderstanding, these same
a tive in retail bu ines e as well a the arts
and helping profes ion . There are several neurobiologist studied the brains of forty practices occur between many heterosexual
g. y uple living in our complex and they one male cadavers, nineteen of them ho- men and their female counterparts.
mosexual. He found that in the gay men, a
• r g od neighbours.
[ am a man who believes that we have
My \ i~ i invol ed in real estate and segment of the hypothalamus, in the base choices in all areas of our lives, save one.
evernl f her as ociates and contact are of the brain and believed related to sex That being who we really are and where we
g. y. In addition, I have worked with drive, was significantly smaller than in the fit into the intricate fabric of life here on
e eral gay p ychologists and doctor and heterosexual men.
this planet. I tire of people who
all are tremendou a ets to the comurge gays to choose to be straight.
munity. And my daughter is curThat is equivalentto telling a black
r ntly. i ting a forty-three year old
" obody chooses to be gay; who ill th eir right man to "choose to be white". As
g.), mal who i dying of AID. I milld would choose somethillg that costs so much Jason stated in the opening remark
acti ely upport and encourage her
ill terms of iso/atioll, paill alld o lltright box, "who in theirrightmind wou ld
in thi s endeavour. Finally, [ have, as
choose something that costs so
humilitaioll ?"
ha mo t of u , worked with gay
much ... "
- Jasoll (2 0 year-old M cGill history major)
p Ii e officer.
[ should like to end this article
A I ee it, the gays aren't asking
with a piece published in the " Let~ r anything more than those of us in
ters to the Editor" section of the
Estimates of the number of gays in Vancouver Province on Monday, January
th h tero exual community already have.
The right to be who they are, the right not North American society range from one to I I, 1993 entitled,
t bedi criminated againstbecau eoflife- ten percent. This means there are someBeJriended by gay co-worker.
tyle, e ual preference, or whatever you where between four and forty million gays
Ifyou had asked my opinion aJewyears
\ ant to call it. They also do not want to be living in orth America.
ago on the gay lifestyle I would have reResearch indicated that one in ten teen- sponded with a lecture on deteriorating
judged, called abnormal, deviant orworse.
F r in th gay community, they are the agers is a homosexual. I [owever, as with morality.
n rm,. nd I have yet to be called deviant or many gays, because of the discrimination
A year ago the company I work Jor
abn rmal by a gay. Although I might be of the "straight" community, they struggle h ired a gay man. A tflrstl avoided him. We
c. lIed deviant by the police community to deny their homosexuality. This struggle worked very closely together and it beb au I don't upport capital punish- leads to a high suicide rate and high rates of came impossible to ignore that he is gay
ment and do upport a woman's right to drug and alcohol addiction. Studies sug- and proud oj it.
ab rtion and the protesters demon trating ge t that 30% of teenage suicide victims
This man was very patient as I often
(five thousand ann ually in the U and inquired about different issues in his life.
again t logging in the layoquot.
o what i gayne s all about? Gays Canada) are gay and that 30% of teenage Most importantly, I began to see him as a
ha e been member of society from the drug abusers are gay. trangely enough, friend rather than gay.
dawn of hI tory, ju t like the re t of us. these same sorts of problems have plaqued
I still struggle with certain issues reTraditionally they ha e been shunned and our native and black commun ities through- garding the gay community. But, because
ridiculed by ciety, primari Iy because they out the years.
oJthis man, I no longer judge orJear them.
I personally believe that who we are is
ar different. In Ililler's ermany they
- N. Robson Vanier.
were round d up along with the Jews, the determined by a complex interrelationThis letter says it all for me. I for one,
ment. lly and ph y ically infirmed and any- ships between our environment, ourselves, support police officers in being who they
ne el e I Iitler took a disliking to. They and our genetics. It is something that goes are, be they gays, blacks, native Indians,
were viewed a the lowest of the low in the beyond mankind's ability to understand. Indo Canadians, women or any other group
o why worry about it.
concentratIOn camps and were forced to
which we have at various times in our
The plain and simple fact is that "what history, tried to exclude for one reason or
wear a pink triangle in order that they
w uld be di tingui hable from other pris- is, is", and the sooner we accept the differ- another.
ner . And of cour e they su ffered fates as ences between us the sooner we can get on
Please make this magazine stand for
dealing with the important problems of our something more than guns and laws. Guns
bad or wor e than other inmates.
o one kno\ what make one person time. If you look around your world, you and laws have repeatedly failed to make
hetero eual and another homosexual. We will quickly learn that all our major prob- things better. Only compassion, support,
d kno' that it i not an overly domineer- lems are caused by intolerance, a lack of tolerance and understanding will change
ing m ther or a "wimpish" father. Man.y compassion and understanding and lousy the worsen ing world situation we find ourtudie over the years have debunked thIS communication.
selves in .
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Editor's Response
I too agree with the principles spoken
here and it is good to find someone who
could write about the issues in such a
forthright and rational manner. However
life and history is not all that simple,
One year ago I was the recipient of a
series ofletters which I could only describe
as arrogant and intimidating. The final
letters showed the authors true colours
and indicated to me that this person is not
a person I would like to be a spokesmanfor
my cause,
My criticism ofthis man and his style is
simply that he isfar too brash an individual
and lacks considerable sensitivity. He
wishes to make change come fast and at
any cost, He can do great damage in his
zeal and does not appear to understand
this.
I have since heard about gay police
officers who will have no part of this man
or his organization for several reasons,
They see him as an opportunist who will
use anyone to obtain his goa/. They would
not feel confident in his counsel, One of
ficer indicated that he was not convinced,
like myself, that his organization was not
simply another form of "meet and cheat ".
I am not anti-gay. I am anti-promiscuity. I have been a cop too many years to get

too hard-nosed about different life styles.
However I have seen a lot of ruin come
from promiscuity in both "straights" and
"gays". I have also seen a lot ofruin come
from too much alcohol, drugs and even
loose talk.
My only advice to gay officers is to do
yourjobs and do it well, Ifothers know you
are gay then you are going to have to work
a little harder to get their confidence. You
will have to let your day to day lifestyle
show others what you are really all about.
If you need help dealing with emotional
problems approach your departmental employee assistance program, a recom-

Let Technology Give You The Edge
Automate yourself with a computer from the people who care for cops!

Hardware
Software
Accessories
Training

---....

386DX- 40 - $1399.00
Go AHEAD •••
MAKE YOUR DAY
WITH

40 Mhz. mother board
170 Meg. Hard Drive
4 Meg. Ram{expandable to 32)
Super VGA 14" Colour Monitor

486DLC- 40-$1499.00

FITNESS SUPPLIES
Distri butors of
confrontational
simulations
equipment
For all law
enforcement
defens ive tacti cs
training .
Knowledgable staff,
competitive prices ,
No P.S.T.
Fo r m ore details call or

PADS FITNESS SUPPLIES
9624-74th Street, Edm onton , Alberta

Phone/Fax: (403) 490-0144
Dale KliparcllUk - Director / Illstructor

mended psychologist or a ~friend.
For all the straight officers out their I
can only advise you that there are a lot of
things in this life you never experienced
until you became a cop. The advice I gave
for gay officers isjust as validfor your own
life as well.
In theyear since I made my commentary
regarding a gay police organization no one
has even tried to prove to me that this
organization is anything more than a radical fringe promoting promiscuous behaviour. This silence in itselfspeaks volumes.
- Morley Lymburner
(Publisher)

40 Mhz. mother board
170 Meg. Hard Drive
4 Meg. Ram(expandable to 32)
Super VGA 14" Colour Monitor

486SX-33 - $1549.00
33 Mhz. local bus mother board
170 Meg. Hard Drive
4 Meg. Ram (expandable to 32)
Super VGA 14" Colour Monitor

486DX-33 - $1799.00
33 Mhz. local bus mother board
Math Co-processor
260 Meg. Hard Drive
4 Meg. Ram (expandable to 32)
Super VGA 14" Colour Monitor

Two
Yea r
Parts
And
Labour
Gu arantee

Each System Includes...
200 Watt Power Supply
Desktop Case or Mini Tower
Turbo/Reset Switches
1.2 Mb Disk Drive (5.25)
and/or 1.4 Mb Disk Drive (3.5)
2 Serial Ports
1 Parallel Port
1 Game Port
Enhanced 101 Keyboard
1 Meg. SVGA Graphic Card
Microsoft/PC Compatible mouse
Power bar with surge suppressor
MSDOS

Software I Hardware
Microsoft Windows
MS DOS (with manuals)
9 Pin Dot Matrix Printer
HP Deskjet 500

- $ 59
- $ 59
- $199
- $379

Other popular software prices
available upon request
Add GST to all orders.
Ontario residents add PST

We will/oad & config ure your computer and software before we ship!

.:~ CONIUM COMPUTER SERVICES

-~. .

5 Gainsbrook Court, Whitby, Ontario L1R lW9

Telephone

(416) 543-1127

24 Hour Fax (905) 430-7779
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R.v. Foster (1994) B.C.S.C.
arrest for murder, four police officers entered his cell and requested hair samples
everal cases have dealt with the issue from him after they consulted with the
of admi ibility of hair samples taken by crown attorney. One officer told the acforce . Most recently, in January 1994, the cused he had "no choice" but to give hair
British olumbia upreme ourtexcluded samples. The accused refused. The police
hair am pies that were taken without the began pulling hair. The accused eventually
accu ed person ' consent. Prior to discuss- offered to pull the hair himself.
Six days later, the police obtained a
ing the circum tances of that case, a recent
hi tory of relevant decisions will be exam- search warrant for the purpose of seizing
hair from the accused's head and beard.
ined .
R. v. Aldertoll (1985) 17 .C . (3d)p. The samples were taken without consent
204 (Ollt. . .): The accused was arrested butwithoutresistance. The N.B.C.A. ruled
for break and enter in which a sexual that;
a , ult occurred. During the investigation I. A search warrant cannot authorize the
taking of hair in th is manner.
clothing left at the crime scene by the
2.
The
seizure was not justified as being
a cu ed wa ei zed by police. Ilair sampart of a common law search after the
ple were found on the accused's clothing.
arrest because the arrest had been comAfter the arre t, an officer asked the acpleted.
u ed to provide hair samples. The officer
told the accused, he could give hair sam- 3. The forcible taking of parts of a person
in the absence of statutory provisions
ple freely or the police would take them .
that authorize such acts constitutes an
The accu ed complied. The officer seized
unreasonable seizure and a Section 8
hair ample by running a comb through
Charter violation .
the accu ed ' hair and asked the accused to
However, the hairsamples were admitpluck a few hairs.
Mr. Justice Martin, p.209, stated that, ted as evidence. They were not excluded
"The taking of hair samples was not ac- under Section 23 (2) Charter for the folompli hed by violence or threats of vio- lowing reasons:
I nce." lIe added that a police officer may 1. The consultation with the Crown Attorney that preceded the seizure.
earch arrested persons and seize anything
that the officer reasonably believes will 2. The Alderton case had been published.
R. v. Dymellt (1988) 45 CCC (3d)
afford evidence that proves the person's
connection to the offence that he is arrested p.244 (S.CC): The accused was arrested
for. In this case, reasonable grounds ex- for impaired driving and was injured . A
i t d that a hair sample comparison would physician obtained a blood sample from
connect the accused to the offence. There- the accused for medical purposes. The
fore , the seizure did not contravene ec- physician gave the blood sample to the
ti n 8 harter but it should be emphasized police without the accused's consent. The
and reiterated that the court ruled that the Supreme Court ruled that this seizure was
circumstance of the seizure did not con- unreasonable constituting a Section 8 Chartitute viol ence or threats of violence. Con- ter violation. The severity of the violation
sequently, three inferences may be drawn resulted in the exclusion of the evidence
under Section 24 (2) Charter. The Supreme
by this ruling:
I. Ilair ample seizures taken by violence Court stated that, "The use of a person's
r threats of violence, may constitute a body without his consent to obtain information about him, invades an area of pereclion 8 Charter violation .
2. The officer' s instructions to the accused sonal privacy essential to the maintenance
in thi case, did not constitute a threat of his human dignity." Additionally the
court stated, " ...the protection the Charter
of violence.
3. Ilair samples are included in the type of extends to prevent a police officer, an
vidence that may be seized by a per- agent of the state, from taking a substance
on during the common law search as intimately personal as a person's blood
from a person who holds it subject to a duty
after an arrest.
R. v. Legere: (1988) CCC (3d)p.502 to respect the dignity and privacy of that
( .B. . A.): hortly after the accused ' s person."
by Gillo Arcaro

R.v. Williams (1992) 76 CCC (3d)
p.385 (B.CS.C):
This court did not
follow the Alderton decision. [t stated that
the seizure of living body parts for the
purpose of D A analysis cannot be justified as a search incident to an arrest. Seizure of blood, saliva, and hair, without an
accused ' s consent is reasonable and constitutes a Section 8 Charter violation . The
court also noted that while the Charter
violation would be serious, " The taking of
head hair is among the least intrusive trespasses on personal privacy and dignity."
This evidence would likely be admissible
because exclusion would result in disrepute to the administration of justice.
R. v.Hodge(1993)80CCC(3d)p.J89
(N.B.CA.): Thirty six hours after the
accused 's arrest for an attempted robbery,
the police told the accused that ifhe did not
provide hair samples, the samples would
be forcibly removed. The accused complied.
The N.B.C.A.. , ruled that taking ha ir
from an accused without consent constituted a Section 7 Charter violation . Add itionally, the seizure could not be justified
as a search incident to the arrest because
the arrest had been completed when the
seizure occurred. The samples were excluded under sec 24(2) Charter.
R. v. Foster (1994) B.CS.C: The
B.e.S.e. in R.v. Foster (1994) excluded
hair samples and saliva samples that were
taken from an accused by means of threats
of force, for the purpose of DNA testing.
The circumstances of this case were as
follows .
A 78 year old woman was walking on
a street in Vancouver. She asked a man for
help. He agreed and walked with her for a
distance. However, he was late for an appointment and later asked another man in
the vicinity (the accused person) to continue helping her. The accused agreed.
The accused took her purse and removed
money from it. He dropped the purse and
fled . The complainant entered an office
and sought assistance. The office personnel recovered her purse, telephoned the
police and then drove her to the neighbor' s
home. After a brief visit there, the complainant returned to her home. After she
entered her house, she saw the offender in
her backyard. The offender entered the
house, physically assaulted her, sexually
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assaulted her, forced herto reveal the location of hidden money, stole the money and
left.
The complainant phoned the police
and she was taken to a hospital. Semen was
found during a doctor's examination. Reasonable grounds was formed by means of
palm and fingerprint evidence.
The accused was arrested 4 weeks later
and was transported to a police station. The
accused was informed of his right to counsel and was cautioned. He exercised his
right to counsel and consulted with a lawyer.
Four officers later confronted the accused in a small room intending to take hair
samples and salvia samples for DNA comparison with the semen sample. One of the
officers told the accused they wanted to
take hair and saliva samples and would use
force to take them. The accused refused
and the threat of force was repeated. The
accused agreed under protest and allowed
the officer to pluck 25 hairs from his head
and take a saliva swab from inside his
cheek.
The officers relied on an Ont. C.A.
decision in R.v. Alder/on (1985) and believed they were acting lawfully. They
testified openly and honestly about these
circumstances. In the B.C.S.C. 's voir dire
ruling, the samples and the DNA samples
were excluded under Section 24(2) Charter. The reasons were:
I. There was no doubt that the seizure was
forcible, despite the agreement to allow the samples to be taken.
2. The seizure was unreasonable, constituting a Section 8 Charter violation and
compromised the fairness of the trial,
constituting a Section 7 Charter violation.
3. The court relied on a S.C.C.judgment
in R.v. Elshaw (1991) stating that a
police officer's good faith cannot correct a violation of rights that creates an
unfair trial.
Despite the exclusion of the samples
and DNA testing, the accused was convicted and sentenced to 14 years in prison
based on the following evidence. The accused's palm print was found on an over
turned chair in the complainant's kitchen,
and the accused's fingerprints were found
on the complainant's insurance documents.
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R. v. Madsen (1994) Vol.B03 (B.C.C.A.)
BA T certificate, under sec. 24(2) Charter;
by ill 0 r cafO
ruling that the thirty minute delay was an
n March 17, 1994 the British olum- unreasonable detention, thereby constitutbia ourt of Appeal ruled that a thirty ing a sec. 9 Charter violation.
minute detention of an accused person,
The Crown's appeal to the British Cobetween the times of a BAT test and the lumbia Supreme Court was dismissed . The
rving of the BAT certificate did not con- Court ruled that a BAT demand only justititute a ec. 9 harter violation.
fies a detention for the sole purpose of a
The accu ed had been stopped by po- BA T test. In this case, the court considered
Ii fordriving erratically and sub equently the detention to be an unjustified convenfail d an A D test. The officer read a ience for the officer to serve documents.
tandard BAT demand and a BAT test The unjustified detention was premised on
~ II wed. The results of both tests were
the court's opinion that the officer had an
230 mg .
alternative for releasing the accused imAft r the BAT test concluded, the ac- mediately and serving a summons to him
cu d We detained fora thirty minute time later.
period . During that time, the officer comThe Crown appealed to the B.C.C.A.
pleted relea e forms, a twenty-four hour This court allowed the appeal and ordered
u pen ion form and the breathalyzer cer- a new trial for the following reasons:
tificate. The BA T certi ficate wa erved at I) The thirty minute delay did not constithe time of relea e, thirty minutes after the tute an unreasonable detention . CompletBAT te t.
ing forms are critical aspects of a police
The accused was acquitted in Provin- officer's investigation .
cial ourt. The trial judge excluded the 2) After the BAT test results of230 mgs.
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were received, the officer had a "duty" to
ensure that the accused would not repeat
the offence and to ensure his court appearance.
3) The thirty minute detention was necessary in the public interest.
4) Although officers should not detain
accused persons for the purpose of writing
personal notes and occurrence reports,
writing release documents and BAT certificates justifies continued detention.
5) The officer did not have to use the
alternative of immediate release and later
serving the accused a summons, because
sec. 496 C.C. is not interpreted in that
fashion.
Gino Arcaro is a professor with Niagara
College in the faculty of Law Enforcement and Administration . He is the authorofthe book "Impaired Driving: Forming Reasonable Grounds" and "The
Formulation of Reasonable Grounds."
For further details or advice you may
Fax him at (905) 834-7556.
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New Commercial Crime Unit Introduced
By Kirsten Thesberg

In the first six months
since implementation
the Nepean Police Service's
Commercial
Crime Unit has been
heralded as an enormous success by both
the business sector and
the Nepean Police Service.
In 1993 Nepean's Police Service was
overwhelmed by a 96% increase in commercial crime. Business and community
groups were becoming increasingly dissatisfied with the level of police presence
in the area.
As innovators in proactive policing, Nepean Police Service in cooperation
with area businesses and
the community created the
Commercial Crime Unit in
February of 1994.
The goal of the Commercial Crime Unit is to
reduce incidents of crime
in the City of Nepean. By
promoting a partnership between the business sector,
the community and the
Nepean Police Service the
Commercial Crime Unit
hopes to provide the means,
education and awareness to
achieve this goa\.
The focus of the Commercial Crime Unit is to enhance the effectiveness of existing Police Prevention efforts and to develop in cooperation, new
initiatives in the area of business crime
prevention concentrating on problem oriented policing.
The Commercial Crime Unit was establishedwith fourmain objectives in mind;
to provide and disseminate crime analysis
of data related to commercial crime, to
provide a liaison between the Nepean Police Service and the business community,
to enhance the community crime prevention programs and to eventually develop a
Commercial Crime Prevention Bureau.
Disseminating information through
spreadsheets to uniform officers makes
them aware of break-ins which have occurred in their area, thus diminishing the
chances of repeat occurrences.
A crime analysis is also conducted on
the information gathered and it can be
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passed on to the business community in an
impartial fashion. The intent is prevention
through awareness.
The Commercial Crime Unit is currently headed by a constable who acts as a
liaison between the business sector, the
community and the Nepean Police Service. Due to the success of the unit and it's
predicted expansion the Board has approved the hiring of two full time constabulary members who will eventually
staff the Commercial Crime Unit.
Currently in place are commercial crime
prevention programs and initiatives such
as Operation Provident and Operation Store

Front. The unit anticipates expansion to
include other programs such as Merchant
Crime Alert and to eventually establish a
Commercial Crime Prevention Bureau.
The Commercial Crime Unit also offers merchants individualized attention in
designing crime prevention techniques and
security measures and outlining areas of
improvement, that would be beneficial in
reducing chances of shoplifting or burglary in their individual businesses.
The business sector, with the help from
Police Service's has also begun to organize itself. Before the Nepean Police Service became actively involved in community pro-active policing the business sector
was loosely organized and heavily relied
on reactive policing.
Crime prevention programs existed
prior to the Commercial Crime Unit but
merchants had inadequate knowledge of
the programs and were not aware of how

they could aid in diminishing the risk of
thefts occurring in their businesses. The
Nepean Chamber of Commerce attributed
this to the lack of community involvement,
education, awareness and organization.
The Nepean Chamber of Commerce
Crime Prevention has recently formed a
standing committee on crime prevention
and an action plan its under development
which will outline the committee's goals
and objectives. According to the Chairman
of the committee the Commercial Crime
Unit has been instrumental in organizing,
educating and encouraging the business
sector to playa key role in crime prevention.
The ambition of this committee is that a Chamber of
Commerce Crime Prevention
Association will be formed
which will eventually assume
control of the crime prevention programs and initiatives.
Crime prevention and
problem solving are the focus
ofthe Commercial Crime Unit
but it is not solely their responsibility. The aim is also
to incorporate standardized
in-house training for front line
officers, enabling officers to
allot more time to talking with
merchants.
The Unit is also mandated
to train Loss Prevention Officers of major department
stores to complete all the necessary steps
for shoptheft arrests. All that is required
from the uniform patrol officer is to ensure
the arrest was lawful and to release the
alleged offender.
The possibility of privatized patrol is
also being looked at by the Commercial
Crime Unit. This could involve either the
police and private security companies or
citizens. It is possible that one ofthe anticipated expansions in the Unit could include
a Citizen's on Patrol Program.
In providing awareness, education and
involvement to area businesses, their employees, Uniform Patrol Officers and the
community the Nepean Commercial Crime
Unit's goal is to prevent crime from happening. Through this partnership the
Nepean Police Service have empowered
the business sector and the community, by
involving them in the solution to the growing rate of commercial crime in Nepean.
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ABOLISH THEM
Part 2:

A Culture of Excuses

By Chris Braidell
It used to be juries concentrated
on whether the
accused done the
deed or not.
oday jurie are manipulated to focus
n e cuse for doing the deed by actually
putting the victim on trial for creating the
e cuse in the first place. Virginia Postrel,
editorofR A
magazine, writes, "We
hav created a culture of e cuse and it has
c nquered our courts." Professor Paul
R binson, commenting on the Reginald
nny case in the Wall treet Journal,
wrote, " Riot used to be a crime. ow it's a
defence to crime."
But th news i not all bad. These
Ilollywo d trials, and the media hype they
generate, have pawned a second new indu try. Many of the accused and their
jur r hav been regular guests on the talkhow circuit; prah, Geraldo, David \ ho ver will pay a buck. orne even have
bo k and movie offers in the works. Both
bbitt have marketing agents.
For those who applaud these moronic
verdict , a k your elf these questions. If
M rgentaler wa charged with wife-beatingin teadofabortion, would you cheer an
acquittal now? Would he have wanted a
jury in the fir t place? Would his lawyers
have cho en the same jurors? ot likely on
all counts. If Rodney King was a copper
and his a ailant Afro-American, would
you applaud their acquittals?
Would they go to imi Valley, a white,
Republican, middle-class neighbourhood
(where the copper went) for their jury? No
way. If Reginald Denny was black and his
a ailant white, would they have chosen
th arne lawyer and would he have chosen
the same juror? ot a chance. Would the
Afro-American community call their acquittals ju tice and greet them with a celebration? Not on your life. One AfricanAm rican (community activist, by her own
d cription) aid, "There was a riot going
n therefore there was no law. Ilow could
you convict them when there was no law?"
Y u don ' t run a justice system like pizza
delivery where you order off the menu.
Ilowever, we reap what we sow in life.
With everything there is a cause and effect.
I'm ure Robe pierrre thought the guillotin wa a great idea until his neck was
under it. The community is getting shafted
by these irre pon ible verdicts. Worse,
th y're leading us back to the law of the
jungle. Do the killing first and then think of

a reason for doing it. Anything will serve
as a defence so long as you get the right
jury. Pretty soon "the devil made me do it"
will work.
Trials are supposed to be decided on
evidence, not emotion, gender, size oflawyer, having a way with jurors, or luck.
Evidence, in turn, must be fact or else
based on fact. Knowledge consists in understanding the evidence that establishes a
fact, not in an emotional belief that it is a
fact. That's fundamental to the common
law system of justice.
James Madison, in helping frame the
Constitution of the United States, said that
passion must never overrule reason in the
making of law. Jurors are supposed to put
aside their biases and feelings and analyse
evidence, not the sympathy-inducing theatrics of television which deals in images
and emotions. Televised trials focus more
on the performance of witnesses than on
the actual evidence of the case. The slick
cliches, "The police are not paid to lose
street fights" and "The thin blue line" of
the King trial have nothing to do with a
search for the truth.
The " I got caught up in the riot" excuses of the Denny trial are just as irrelevant. Based on the evidence I saw just on
television alone both Bobbitts should have
been convicted. If the Menendez brothers
were so fearful of their parents for so long
they also had lots of time to go to the police.
That's why we have them. There's only
one lawful excuse for one person to use
physical force against another; to protect
oneself or another from immediate physical attack.
The rule of law is the cornerstone of
democracy. Ignorance of the law is no
defence to a crime. We're all expected to
know the law of the land. A law stays the
law until rewritten or repealed by those
elected by the community-at-large to do so
on our behalf. Iflaw is flawed they can fix
it. If legislators are flawed we can fire
them. This keeps control of the law in the
hands of the community.
It's not the job of jurors to make new
law. That's exactly what they did in all the
cases I've referred to. After Morgentaler
will someone please tell me what the law is
if the statutes don't mean what they say? In
light of King will someone please define
excessive force for me? In the wake of the
Bobbitt and Menendez cases will someone
please tell me what self defence means?
econd, juries are redundant. Their
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raison d'etre has disappeared. When introduced centuries ago juries were badly
needed. The law was what the monarch said
it was; the 'judge' a lackey of that monarch.
Many an aristocrat lost his land to the crown
on trumped up charges of treason. Under
the Common Law the Justice of the Peace
was at once the police chief.
The Magna Carta, which created the
notion of trial by peers, applied only to the
aristocracy. The peasants weren't in on the
deal. Even as recently as the early eighteen
hundreds, the judiciary and the police were
as one in the form of the Bow treet Runners. The first two superintendents of the
newly created (1829) London Metropolitan Police were given the titles Justices of
the Peace. It wasn't until 1839 that they
were divested of their judiciary powers
and called Commissioners.
For centuries, courts were inquisitorial
in nature. There were no trained lawyers
and the accused couldn't call witnesses in
his defence. There was no codified law or
formal justice system and the common law
was in its infancy.
But all of that has changed. Today we
have a professional Bench and Bar. The
system is adversarial versus inquisitorial.
The Bench is entirely independent. There
is a constitutional legal system with volumes of codified and case law. A lawyer is
provided for the accused at public expense
if necessary. The accused has an almost
unlimited right to call witnesses. There is
an extensi e appeal process in place.
Granted judges are not infallible nor lawyers perfect but they are professionally
trained and can be held accountable for
illogical decisions. If individuals prove
incompetent they can be removed. The
system itself is sound. In fact, eliminating
juries would force society to clean up its
act in appointing its judges. The role ofthe
judiciary in a democracy is far too important to be left to the caprice of pol iticians.
I don't have that boundless faith in any
branch of humanity. Too many judges are
appointed for the wrong reasons. Some
never litigated in their lives prior to their
appointment. The bench should be as any
other profession where one chooses earlier
in life to prepare, study and train for that
particular discipline.
Juries no longer make sense. Contemplate paying a plumber to fix your pipes.
He hands you the tools, tells you how to do
thejob and then has a coffee while you do
the work. That's what we do with juries.
Juries made sense when trials were uncomplicated and quick. Laws were few
and simple. There weren't the mountains
of forensic and technological evidence
common today. Today months-long trials
are common. cores of witnesses (including experts) and thousands of pages of
evidence are common. At the end of it all

____________
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we take the case out of the hands of the
professionals and drop it in the laps of
twelve lay folk who are invariably intimidated and overwhelmed by it all. One such
person, Ellen Desjardins of Toronto, ajuror in a sexual assault case, wrote of her
experiences to the Globe and Mail in January 1994. She writes; "Ifelt like a spectator
in a game, a win-lose battle between two
lawyers. The main strategy of this game
was to discredit the testimony of the accused, complainant and witnesses. "
Lawyers behave differently in front of
juries. There's far more acting. Again in
the words of Desjardins, "The attorneys
would strut about in their black robes
firing questions and making suggestions to
people who could only respond to the specific questions put to them. It seemed to me
that the lawyers could be as rude, sarcastic, intimidating, offensive, blunt and persistent as they wanted to be. There appeared to be no concernfor human dignity
or sensitivity ofpeople's feelings. "
In some countries a lone dissenter out
of twelve can hang a jury. I once heard a
defence lawyer boast that to get his client
off all he had to do was sow a doubt in the
head of one of twelve jurors. In this day
and age of tabloid excuses it's easy to
convince a single juror that the accused
didn't do what millions saw him do.
As well, more than a few mobsters
have 'walked' because one juror was
bought. In Australia in 1991 the premierof
the State of Queensland escaped conviction on corruption charges, the same
charges for which the commissioner of the
state police later went to gaol, because a
lone juror held out for acquittal. In 1993
that juror came forward and admitted he
had been bought by the defence to hang the
jury. Britain is a case-in-point of trying to
fix the unfixable, that of trying to move
juries with the times by allowing conviction on a simple majority vote. That's like
putting a new paint job on an old car whose
engine is shot.
Juries are unpredictable and unaccountable; each trial is a one shot deal. Juries
don't have to give reasons for their decision,justa simple "Guilty" or"Not Guilty."
There's no way of knowing the competency of a particular jury until it's too late.
Judges, on the other hand, are accountable
both formally and informally. They're required (by convention) to give written explanations for their decisions which can
then be professionally scrutinized by both
sides. If one's decisions are too irrational
too often,judges can be fired . The fact that
rarely happens is the fault of those whose
job it is to fire incompetent judges. The
system itself is sound. Judges are also
accountable to their professional peers
whom they must face on a daily basis.
Jury trials are very costly and disrup-
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tive to public and private interests. Venue
change is common, especially if you want
to dodge the truth . It can take weeks to
choose ajury. They may be sequestered at
public expense and be lost to their family
and employer for months (during deliberations in the Denny trial onejurorran through
the hotel hallways screaming that she
wanted to go home to her boyfriend!) Because of hung juries in the two Menendez
trials, both will be tried again - at public
expense because they have declared bankruptcy. The initial trials cleaned them out
notwithstanding, their lawyers have agreed
to defend them a second time out of the
goodness of their hearts (and two hundred
bucks per hour!) because, in their words,
they have developed a special relationship
with Lyle and Erik. You can bet your life
this will be a long trial too .
Jury trials are much longer and produce far more appeals. The two most common grounds for appeal are a flawed explanation of reasonable doubt (something
that defies exactitude by anyone) or a flawed
summation of the evidence by the judge to
the jury.
Because we live in a mass media world
it's impossible to keep prospective jurors
in the dark about the facts ofa case. Ponder
the futile media gag in the Karla Teale trial
in Canada in 1993 (we're not supposed to
know what her plea was to two manslaughter charges even though the ' trial' was over
in two hours - including sentence!) in order
to keep the public ignorant for the next two
years until her husband Paul comes to trial.
Good luck I say. Even thirty years ago
when President Kennedy was murdered
the world knew about it in two minutes.
Trial by judge alone wipes out the need
for venue change, media gags, sequestering, long verbal summaries, the impossible
task of flawlessly explaining reasonable
doubt, and they produce fewer appeals.
Most importantly, it leaves the matter in
the hands of those trained to conduct that
search for the truth.
Time overtakes all things . Plato said all
that comes into existence must decay.
Jefferson said no country can make a perpetual constitution or even a perpetual law .
Convention, of everything, is by definition
half dead.
Like automobile crank-handles, juries
are redundant. Worse still they' ve become
a tool of injustice. "We do things this way
because we have done them this way for
centuries" rings hollow when stacked
against the insanity of Morgen taler, King,
Denny, Bobbitt, Menendez, Teale - and
common sense. It's time our legal system
caught up with life.
Chris Braiden, is a retired memberofthe Edmon·
ton Police Service and President of Braiden
Consultants. For further information phone
(403)459-5513 or Fax (403) 459-5475.
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by Myron Love

Winnipeg police officers Jeff eaford
, nd tan Kennedy have used a little "elbow grea "to remo e a potential trouble
p t in we t Winnipeg.
With the end of winter, police again
b g, n re eiving frequent complaints about
gang of noi y kids in a back lane racing
o er, makeshift ramp with bicycles and
skate board. There were complaints of

loud music, residents' lawns being trampled, garbage knocked over and garages
being vandalized and the lane being clogged
all the time in the evenings and on weekends. The disturbances had been going on
for two years. Seaford and Kennedy's solution was to build the kids an alternative
bicycle ramp at the community centre a
block away and get them out of the alley.

"A city counselor tried to talk to the
kids," Seaford says. "He was surrounded
by about 30 of them and fled."
Rather than try to chase the kids,
Kennedy, Seaford and other office rs
blocked off the lane at both ends with
police cars one evening in May and walked
up to the group of 12 to 17 year-olds. We
found they were generally good kids,"
Seaford says. "Only two had prior records
and neither had been convicted for a serious crime."
After talking to the group leaders, the
police officers reached an agreement. They
would leave the alley in return for Seaford
and Kennedy s promise to build them a
new ramp somewhere else close by.
The officers were true to their word. On
their own time, they picked up some wood
donated by local lumber yards for the
project,and in four days, put up the ram p.
eaford says he had some carpentry training before. For Kennedy, it was a new
experience.
There are over 60 kids now using the
ramp regularly, the two police officers
report. In fact, the teens added a second
ramp by themselves to the backside ofthe
police-built structure. "We promised we
would do it, "says Seaford, "but we didn't
get around to it. This is better. It gives them
a greater sense of ownership."
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A Col/ector's Dream ... Badges & Swords

As president ofthe Victoria Police Department's Historical Society I am writing
to inform your readers about a fund raising
campaign we have started to help us build
a Police Museum.
Being the oldest police department west
of the Great Lakes we have a great deal of
history to display and as other departments
with museums we want to be able to display our artifacts for everyone to see.
We have put together a pin set with
replicas of the pocket badges of all the
Municipal police departments in British
Columbia. This set is a must for any serious
pin collector.
The cost of the set mounted on a presentation board ready for framing is only
$29.95 plus $3.00 to cover shipping and
handling.
Orders can be placed by sending cheque
or money orders to;
Victoria Police Historical Society
# 12 Centenn ial Square
Victoria, BC V8W I P7
Ole Jorgensen
Victoria, British Columbia

I am writing in regards to a rare sword
which I would like to sell. The sword was
made in honour of the Prince Albert Police
Department's 100th Anniversary in 1986.
There are only 90 of these swords in existence.
The script on the sword is as follows:
"The Prince Albert Police Department
Sword of Honour Commemorating the
IOOth Anniversary of the Police Department 1886 - 1986." This sword, which was
made in England, has numerous badges
and shoulder flashes engraved on it as well
as the Saskatchewan Coat of Arms. The
sword is enclosed in a case which contains
a black velvet background and a glass
panel on the front.
Anyone interested in purchasing this
rare souvenir can call me at (306) 7647547.
Sgt. John Hosak
Prince Albert, Saskatchewan

How About A Patch Collector Column?
As a police patches collector, I think it
would be great to have a special section in
your magazine, to show the different
patches across this country, and maybe
around the world.
Eric Langlois
Medley, Alberta

Editor's Note
As of this month we have started a
column called "Patches Profile ". Anyone

wishing to have a shoulder patchfeatured
please send one along (for our collection)
along with a history of the patch or the
significance of its design. We willfeature
these in upcoming issues and supply the
name ofthe collector andphone number of
who sent it to us.
If we get duplicates we will and your
name and phone number to a list at the end
of the column.
Say, Eric, what is the scoop on that
thunderbird?

Signaflex Inc.
975, boul. Industriel Est, bureau 106 C.P. 944,
Victoriaville (Quebec)
G6P 8Yl
Phone (819) 758-1810 - Fax: (819) 758-6727
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Bernie Bird. If you don't know the
name you have probably never attended a
p Ii e or fire trade show anywhere in
anad. for the pa t 27 years.
B rnie Bird has become a legend of
rt among chiefs, sales reps and officers
alike. At trade shows his hospitality suites
have b come a safe haven for those looking trIa and chat with colleagues. Bernie
i al 0 well known for the countless miles
he has travelled here in anada and overea a a representative with Identicard.
Bernie's down to earth charm, quick
en e of humour and carnations have been
the secret behind all of his success and
popul. rity. I [owever, afler 27 years with
Identicard Bernie Bird, an associate member of the anadian hiefs of Police and
Int rnational hiefs of Police Associations,
ha decided to hang up his camera and
clo e the Indenticard Photo Identification
branch which he has been associated with
for 0 long.
till haven't heard of him? You must
be joking! Let me refresh your memory.
The fir t thing you can do is take a look
at your warrant card. Aside from the pictur and name it looks pretty much like
veryone el e's right? Of course it does,
becau Bernie Bird was the man behind
the oncept of standardized warrant cards.
Bern ie thought ofthe idea about twenty
ye. r ago when he was out west in Regina.
lie pre ented the idea to ommissioner
J dr y. When Bernie returned home he
found a letter from the Commissioner who
reque ted that he attend a meeting in wh ich
he would present his scheme.
ernie agreed to attend but suggested
the
mmi ioner, " If you want this to
happen get all the hiefs into a meeting."
The ommissioner did. The Chiefs
liked the concept and it quickly gained
r cognition. The cards spread throughout

askatchewan, Alberta, Manitoba, Ontario,
and the Matitimes until every province
began to use the cards. However, it took a
lot of work and effort to sell the idea to
everyone.
"I had to either go to the police commission, or to the individual chiefs and this
is where it all happened," explains Bernie.
In the beginning Bernie would go to a
bar with a chief or deputy chiefs to talk
business. However, he soon found that a
bar was not a relaxed setting where business could be discussed. As a result Bernie
decided to rent a room for guests to visit at
trade shows. Soon the idea gained popularity and everyone was passing through his
room at one time or another to socialize
and relax.
" 0 it went on and on like this for a
number of years, maybe five years," says
Bernie, "I not only did the Ontario show,
and the Canadian Chiefs show, I did the
Prairie province shows, I did the Atlantic
shows, all their conventions I went to.
"Many, many times we worked out of
our hotel rooms, they never had the big
rooms for exhibitors. Your booth was your
hotel room . So that's the way it all started."
As the shows continued from year to
year, Bernie continued to attend. As attendance grew so did the number of people
Bernie came to know. One such person
came in a rather small package by the name
of Danny Trudeau . Dan, presently working with Gordon Contract Shoes, teamed
up with Bernie and they became a form of
travelling road show to the conventions.
Bernie pointed out they hit it off right
away.
Ilowever, Bernie is about to make his
final appearance at the Canadian Association of Chiefs of Police Trade Show in
Montreal. Bernie will attend the show with
Polaroid Canada.
Polaroid is the company which will
absorb Indenticard' s clientele. But don ' t
worry, Polaroid has promised to look after
their new clients in the same manner and
with the same care that Bernie provided for
the past 27 years.
Bernie Bird is a man who helped shape
the way in which trade shows are conducted and helped shape the way many
companies conduct business. Bernie was
never too busy to help people establish
contacts or give advice to those who asked.
We would especially like to congratulate Bernie on the award he received from
the Ontario Association of Chiefs of Police

at their recent trade show in Durham. As he
spoke of the award and his long standing
association with the Chiefs of Police he
explained how surprised, proud and honoured he was to be recognized.
Bernie also continually expressed how
much he has enjoyed travelling across
Canada, meeting so many kind and hospitable people and attending the shows which
will seem empty in his absence. And to
those of you attending the Montreal show
Bernie would like to remind you to "bring
gifts... lots a/gifts. And don 't bother wrapping them ... unless the paper is in the/arm
0/20 dollar bills. "
We here at Blue Line Magazine wou ld
like to congratulate Bernie on all his past
success and wish him even more success in
his future endeavours.

Polaroid Canada
Getting Serious About
Police Work
With the announcement of the closing
of its identification card division effective
August31, 1994, IdenticardLimited's customers can continue to receive the same
high level of service and quality products.
Polaroid Canada Inc. will supply refu rbished 10-3 cameras, as well as providing
the necessary training for set-up and operation to facilitate the on-the-spot delivery ofemployee photo identification cards.
With no capital expense other than the
purchase of a validation plate and artwork,
customers will notice no interruption in their
service. Film and laminates are available
from Polaroid dealers across the country.
Bernie Bird , sales manager for
ldenticard Limited, says, "After 27 years
in the I.D. business, we want to ensure that
our valued customers' needs are met. We
are confident that Polaroid Canada will
provide a high quality product and service
to them ."
Polaroid Corporation, a $2.2 billion
global organization, has been in the identification business since 1965 and provides
instant, conventional, thermal and electronic solutions. 'Over the yearswe have
built a solid relationship with the law enforcementcommuni~," said Bill Mancini,
business imaging consultant for Polaroid
Canada. " In the futu~'e we will be offering
new imaging solutiops to forge that partnership even stronger."
For more information call Bill Mancini
at (416) 675-3680 Or 1-800-268-6970.
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Vancouver Police are looking at breeding their own police dogs after finding the
move could mean better canine constables
and eventually cut costs.
And it would take a bite out of the dog
squad ' s most pressing issue: having a reliable source offour-Iegged recruits, says a
study presented by B.C. Institute of Technology (BCIT) business students.
"Over the last 15 years, the supply of
suitable dogs has dropped drastically,"
notes Sgt. John Schouten, who's in charge
of the force ' s 17 officer dog squad. " We

had to scramble last fall to find a new dogmaster."
Working on the project sinct: January,
management systems Doug Larsson ,
NoorezPadamshi and Nevin Dos Remedios
proposed a cautious, easy to evaluate start
to a department breeding program .
If approved, the plan would see the
force spend a total of $6,000 to buy one
breeding female a year over the next three
years. Some of the dog squad ' s male German shepherds may be selected as mates.
The study found that initially the program would break even, but once up and
running would reap growing savings as the
cost of purebred German shepherds continued to increase.
"Usually when the squad looks at potential dogs, the quality can be all over the
place," says Larsson, 25, whose team studied similar programs in Seattle and Calgary.
"This would be a consistently high standard of dog."
Police want to study the costs further,
but if the breeding program gets the goahead it would take only about a month to
set up, says Schouten.
After that, it would be about one and a
half years before the first of the program-

bred dogs could begin its police training.
Usually three Vancouver police dogs a
year are retired, sometimes more if one is
injured in the line of duty or develops
medical problems as happened last year.
Typically the force has recruited its
dogs from animal shelters and private home
owners, but it can be a tough search, says
Schouten.
Only about one in ten German shepherds meets the medical requirements, as
a serious hip ailment is common to the
breed. Narrow that field even further with
needed background and temperament for
police work, then fin ding a suitable dog
can quickly eat up a lot oftime and money.
Not only would a breeding program
better those odds greatly, but it could even
tum into a money-m aker if it follows the
lead of the Calgary Police Department' s
successful dog-breeding.
Officials there registered their breeding program as a kennel, notes Larrson,
letting them sell dogs that don ' t make the
cut for police duties.
Proposals are now being accepted for
future projects for BCIT management systems students. For more details contact
Bill Hooker at (604) 451-6783 .

"PRIDE IN SERVICE"
A RING OF EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY TO SHOW YOUR "PRIDE IN SERVICE"

LINE OF SERVICE RINGS
10K Ladies ..... ......................... $2 40
10K Mens ........................ ...... $298
10K X- Large Mens.. ........ .... ..... $4 85
• Plus applicable taxes and shipping

• Inquire
premium reti rement nng
packages and unique solid
walnut pre,entation cases for
high level recognition

• Highwood Manufacturing is a tru sted supp lier to Honda Canada,
Th e Toronto Blue Jays, 1987 Ca nada Cup hockey team .
• ".. . in my fourteen yea rs of dea lings with H ighwood, I have always
trusted them for unmatched quality, service and integrity."
Moe Au gu tine (Metro Toronto Police Force-Staff Sergeant)

Manufacturer Direct • Highwoodls Unconventional Warranty

CALL TODAY FOR YOUR FREE COLOUR BROCHURE (416) 286-4113
August/September, 1994
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...press release ...press release ... press release
Recently Transport
Canada released a report on the preliminary
fatality statistics for
1993. The report was
not encouraging by any
means. It would appear
that after a favourable report in '92 Canadian motori ts have halted many favour, ble trend in ' 93 . And the upward trend
t pplie
in almost every category.
or e ample, throughout 1993, there
were 3,550 road users killed in reportable
traffic colli ion in an ada. This number
repre ented a 1.4% increase over 1992
traffic fatalitie which totalled 3,485.
Th total number of traffic fatalities in
ntario alone came to 1,086 for 1993, the
most fatalitie recorded by any province
~ r th year.
ntario al 0 recorded the
mo t traffic fatalities each month compared t any other province and at year's
end had r orded 114 more fatalities than
ueb c wh ranked econd with 972. From
thi pint on the numbers do not get any
more encouraging.
When th tati tics are broken down
into the Road er lass all but one category indicated an increase in the number
of fatalitie . The greatest increase in this
ategory i Ii ted under motorcycle users

who witnessed a 9.8% rise in the number
of fatalities which came to 201 in 1993.
Bicyclists also saw a sharp 8% rise in
casualties which translates into 81 persons killed ..
On the lower end of the scale the
number of motor vehicle driver casualties came to 1,798 across Canada, a 2.6%
increase over the previous year. A 3.4%
increase in fatalities involving pedestrians was also recorded. The total number
of casualties rose from 444 in '92 to 459
in '93 . The only decrease in this category
was in regards to the number offatalities
amongst motor vehicle passengers. The
casuality rate in this area declined by 23
deaths and 2.4% for a total of947.
The national trend in monthly fatalities for 1993 was very similar to that of
1992. The months which accounted for
the most deaths in 1993 were July and
August respectively. Fatalities for July
totalled 411, which indicated a 26.5%
increase over the previous year. There
were 359 recorded deaths in August and
although this was a 7.9% decrease over
the past year it was still ranked as the
second highest number of casualties. In
1992 August accounted for the most recorded casualties while July finished a
not too distant third. The explanation for

the continuing trend is simple.
The fact is that speed plays a major role in
most accidents which occur during these
months because July and August generally
posses clear and sunny days. On these days a
motorist ismore at ease and will be inclined to
increase the vehicle's speed. When the speed
increases so do the chance of an accident.
Although 1993 marked a year of increases in traffic fatalities the picture over
the past 10 years has been favourable. Between 1983 and 1993 the number ofpersons
killed in traffic collisions in Canada has
declined from 4,216 to 3,550 which marks
an annual 666 person decrease when the two
years are compared.
Another noticeable drop has taken place
with the total number of persons killed per
ten thousand vehicles registered. The fatality
rate has fallen from 2.88 in 1983 to 2.0 in
1993.
However, we must try to keep all of this
in perspective. It is not enough to look at
statistics from ten years ago compare them to
today ' s and marvel at the decline in fatal ities. Our goal should be to decrease the
number of fatalities from one year to the
next. Canadians have become more aware of
their responsibility to respect other motorists
and pedestrians butmustrememberthatthere
is always room for improvement.
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What Is "Press Release"
All About?
Blue Line Magazine started this column several issues back and its main purpose is to supply police officers and agencies with a ready made Press Release to
give out to their community newspapers.
We recognized that many officers in
small communities are required to wear
quite a few hats. One of those hats can be
the Media Relations Officer. These officers, quite often, have a pretty full plate.
Press Release is designed by staff writer
Blair McQuillan to give these officers a bit
ofa break.
All material contained in the press release is researched, designed and laid out
by Blue Line Magazine staff. All material
is complete ly copyright free and you can
make as many copies as you wish without
perm ission or credits of any kind ..
You may, if you wish, place your own
one inch square departmental logo in the
small window box and then photocopy the
sheet for distribution to media or simply
placed at your front desk.
What we would like is to get feedback
as to whether it is of value and if you are
indeed using it. You are also invited to
submit your own Press Release and we will
insert your departmental logo with it. Remember however that all terms regarding
copyright are the same. Your comments
and articles are expected.

Custom Canadian Manufacturer

~

OUTERWEAR

t

1·800·667·6831
Extensive Line of outerwear including
Jackets,Parkas, Insulated Pants, Bicycle Foul Weather Suits &Shorts

Full Range Of Fabrics To Choose From
Waterproof Breathables, Leathers

Z ip-In Zip-Out insulations
Made With Thinsulate

Specialists in Police - Fire - Ambulance
Crafted with Pride

1+1
In Canada

NINE-ONE-ONE Outerwear
1932 St.George Avenue
Saskatoon, SK S7M OKS
Phone (306) 244-7744 - Fax (306) 934-6022

is Approved in Canada!

INTODLYZER®
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"' ..................
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Leaders in state-of-the-art infrared breath alcohol testing technology
MANUFACTURED BY:

J:1!IIIIINC.
OWENSBORO, KY
USA

DISTRIBUTED IN CANADA BY:

AURORA TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL, LTD
4 Vata Court - Units 18-19
Aurora, Ontario L4G 486· (905) 841-9887

Eye-Catching Inflatible
Working For Law
Enforcement

New Hideaway Ho/ster Has Gun Retention
A new concealment holster designed to
be carried inside the waistband, but with
the security of a retention strap, has been
introduced by Michaels of Oregon.
The holster is made of four-layer laminate, the outside of which is a long-lasting
polymer that clings to the inside of clothing and keeps the holster steady when
running or walking. The laminate has thin
waterproof closed-cell padding that forms
a moisture barrier to protect the gun from
perspiration.
A high tab on the holster closest to the
body isolates the gun from the body for
greater com fort.
For further details call (503) 639-7122
or your nearest Uncle Mikes Distributor.

High Tech Accessory Pistol Light

A uniquely designed, larger than-life
police officer character has joined the
II vue,
Police Department.
According to policechiefJ lines mith,
" It ha added a new dimension to our
ducational programs and activities by creating an effective way for a law enforcement agency to reach out to youth groups."
The versatile, 9 foot inflatable police
officer wa designed and manufactured in
maha,
by igns & hapes International. The firm custom designs inflatables
repre enting products, corporate logos and
v ri us characters to organizations and
g nci like law enforcement groups.
Inflated with circulated air provided by
a mall blower attached to a person's waist,
th haracter is free to move around at
mil, in parades and the public places.
" Unlike other bulky costumes, this is easy
tou eandverycomfortable," mithadded.
The Bellevue Department is the first
law enforcement body to purchase one of
th giant officers.
For further information contact Lee
Bowen igns & hapes International (402)
331-3181 or Fa (402) 331-2729. Also
Iline
. mith Bellevue Police Department (402) 293-31 05 Fax (402) 293-3066
for pr gram information.

Heckler & Koch and Insight Technology Inc. have developed a powerful accessory light that attaches to the HK USP
pistol.
mailer and more powerful than a conventional flashlight, the Universal Tactical
Light (UTL) adds a dimension of tactical
flexibility to the USP absent in other modem semiautomatic pistols.
The HK UTL can be quickly attached or
removed from the pistol and provides an
immediate sourceofillumination. With easy
to use controls, the HK UTL ensures law
enforcement professionals can identify
potential threats in critical low light situations. Using a USP pistol fitted with a UTL

makes alignment of the light and pistol
easier than using a separate flashlight.
A separate light can be difficult to use
and hold while manipUlating a pistol in a
life threatening situation.
Available exclusively from Heckler &
Koch, Inc., the UTL fits all variants of the
USP pistol and can be purchased with an
optional remote cable switch and tactical
carrying pouch. The UTL can also be used
detached from the pistol in place of a
conventional flashlight.
Formore information contact: Jo-Anne
Powers Heckler & Koch, Inc. 21840 Pacific Blvd.Sterling, Virginia 20166 Telephone: (703) 450-\900
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Make Instant Copies Anywhere!

Copy-Your-Board Camcopier makes a B/W copy that you can fax, file or reproduce for
distribution. High resolution printout produces clear copies of almost anything, flat or
three dimensional. Three modes let you specify whiteboard, blackboard (for negative
images)or graphics. Crop function provides independent control ofall 4 sides. Autofocus
lets you point and shoot. Write notes directly on copies. Power source is rechargeable and
full 8-hour charge provides enough power for 50 prints. Book size convenience makes
the unit easy to carry to anywhere - weighs only 2 kg. Call Visual Planning at 1-800-2630632

Handgun Safety
Security
Versatility
From the Police Station to the car...
From the car to your home...
Your gun remains secure and unaccessible ..
unless YOU need it.

There is nothing more durable, cleanable,
safer or as good looking for law enforcement officers than good quality leather
jackets. Saskatoon based Nine-One-One
Outerwear has a new line of leather coats
designed specifically for the rigours of
police work. Garments can be custom designed to suit agency's needs and complete
satisfaction is guarenteed. For further information call Carey at (306) 244-7744
Fax (306) 934-6022.

At last, an in·service training session
that's convenient, inexpensive
and· suprisingly . fun!
Each month, Blue Line Magazine covers Canada's fast-changing law
enforcement scene so you - and your career - are in tune with all the
latest developments in:
Book Reviews
Case Law
Classifieds
Commentary
Community Programs
Equipment
Interviews
News

This handgun security locker is designed for secure
storage of up to 3 handguns on the wall or in the car.
It features a 'Quick Release System' offering instant
access and a keyless entry lock mechanism and
solid steel construction complete with mount brackets.

For furtlter details call or write:

SWS Sales Agency
Box 142 - Site 1, Brechin, Ontario LOK 1BO

1·800·267· 7972
August/September, 1994

New Regulations
Products
Profiles
Research
Studies
Supervisory Principles
Tactics
Technology

As well as biting editorial that is geared to YJ)Jl.[ best interests.
A subscription to Blue Line Magazine is a valuable tool that can: broaden your understanding of the
law and related issues and keep you on top of developments in your profession and provide you
with a lot of surprisingly entertaining reading too!
This can happen for only $2.50 per month ($25.00 per year)
or as low as $2.00 ($40.00 for 2 years).

Phone (905) 640·3048 or Fax Toll Free 1·800·563·1792
You can pay by VISA MasterCard
You'll be doing yourself - and your career - a real favourl
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The prestigious Commonwealth Games
will b held in Victoria B.C. this August
and BMW Canada has arranged to furnish
the Victoria Police Department with ten
R II 00 G 'Boxer' motorcycles to be used
during ceremonial occasions and for extra
afety support.
There will be an extensive list of dignitaries including Queen Elizabeth and the
ovemor-General who will officially close
the event. A ISO-strong vintage car cavalcade will honour the Canadian athletes
participating in the Games as they arrive
by ferry from the mainland.
At the arrival and departure of these
special guests and at many other events,
the BMW motorcycles will provide handsome and capable rides for the Victoria
officers assigned to take part.
The Victoria Police Department reque ted the involvement of BMW Canada
b cau eofthee cellent track record BMW
motorcycle have with the force. BMW
bike are used in day-to-day police work
and also form the core of the department's
motorcycle drill team. As many police
d partments across the country can attest,

the BMW K75 police models offer the
manoeuvrability and thanks to ABS, the
extra margin of braking safety that police
work demands. For these and other reasons
BMW has delivered ever increasing numbers of motorcycles into police duties in

recent years.
The new Boxer brings a stunn ing measure of style along with its performance
excellence which will make it an ideal
vehicle to share the spotlight with some of
the world's top athletes and
the distinguished guests of the
Games.
The new R 1100 Boxer
uses the ultimate in modem
technology including mu ltivalve cylinder, pace-setting
Telelever suspension and the
ultimate in fuel efficiency and
ecological responsibility. The
appearance ofthe Boxer is both
sophisticated and sporty making a distinctive statement
while providing superb service.
BMW Canada Inc. is providing the motorcycles at no
charge to the Victoria force as
a gesture of support honouring the Commonwealth Games
XV. BMW Canada is proud to
playa role in the Victoria Commonwealth
Games and looks forward to assisting the
Victoria Police Department in its role at
this important event.
For more information contact: Tony
Fletcher at (905) 683-1200.

Barrday Inc., Canada's premiere police body
armour manufacturer, has produced over 30,000
vests for Canadian Police Officers.
Our new lightweight vest, shown here, provides
level II protection against 9mm and .357 Mag. It
offers greater flexibility and comfort with less
bulk than other vests.
We are constantly testing new materials to find
the most comfortable, flexible and protective
vest for police officers.
Barrday produces a full line of concealable and
tactical armour as well as shields, blankets and
other specialty armour products using TWARON ,
KEVLAR , SPECTRA, and ceramics to meet any
ballistic requirement.

BARRDAY-GUARD
meeting your requirements
for body and tactical armour

Barrday, Inc.

For further Information contact:
Barrday Inc. , 75 Moorefield St. P.o. Box 790, Cambridge, ON. N7R 5W6 Tel: (579) 627-3620
TWARON ISa regIStered trade rnar1c of AKZO

KEVlAR ISa registered trade mark of Ou Pont

SPECTRA .. a reg' ,t",ed tlade marl< of Alhed Sr9nal

THIS TRIGGERED
A REVOLUTION.

Time was, once you decided

of the trigger itself. Pull the trigger past the trigger

on a semiautomatic pistol you had

safety and the firing pin block safety is still working.

to choose between single and double

When the trigger has been pulled far enough to

action. Then came Glock.
The Glock Safe Action trigger system
offers you three very distinct benefits over
conventional double action pistols.
First, the trigger of a Glock is the one and

disengage the firing pin safety, the drop safety continues
to be engaged until the trigger is pulled fully to the rear.
As soon as you take your finger completely off
the trigger, the pistol automatically decocks and each
of those three safeties is back in operation.

only operative control. Second is the consistent

Glock was the first to manufacture a pistol that

pull you feel every time you squeeze that trigger.

doesn't require an external lever to render it hot or

It makes training much easier. That's because each
and every single shot feels exactly the same. Third, it
makes every Glock firearm safe. A Glock is never
cocked after a round has been fired.
Beyond that, every Glock has three passive safeties.
And each one works sequentially off that trigger.
The first of those three safeties is built into the face

cold. Handgun enthusiasts and law enforcement
officers worldwide have shown a distinct
preference for this Glock technology for
some time now.
Undoubtedly, that's why so
many other manufacturers
have, as well.

Stupid Questions
· I h w you a pi ce of coal and a k you,
What i it?
piece of coal?
pi ce of coal!
... that right!
y Peter MacDonald
I a ure you that the preceding daffy
dialogue actually occurred, in a real trial,
n t 0 long ago. What' more, this sort of
We cl"ine ha been going on for a very
long time. And if we're lucky it will never
cee e, ~ r in thi ad, mad world there are
~ w urer source of the therapy known as
I, ughter than thc good old-fashioned tupid ue tion.
A great many folks, I suspect, would
he p corn and ridicule on the perpetrator
fthe query exhibited above. Butnot yours
truly. 0 me, aid pecimen is. a .thing of
b auty and a joy forever, entitling .both
uthor and composition to be enshrined,
\ ith ut further ado, in my internationally
r nowned Hall of hame. That's where
truly great tupid Questions are preserved
for po terity.
Th earch for new talent to showcase
in th, It mple oftra h virtually never ceases.
Ye hard as it may be to belicve, there 's
ah ~y a long line of lawyers stonning its
porte I , begging for admission. Relatively
~ w uccecd, and those who do often owe
th ir good fortune to the glowing recommcndations of colleagues or court reporter who know a uperstar when they hear
one.
We start with the same lawyer who
a ked the doozie noted above. lIe's a peri tent bloke, always lusting after the
lim ligt. n his second try he cracked the
Iiall again with this beaut:
"Where were you when you weren't
\ h re you said you were?"
algary lawyer J. D. Palmer roped and suc e ftdly sponsored - this worthy
entry:
: " Wa it you or your brother that was
I"illed in the war?"
The rcply is tops, too:
"Itmu thavebeenmybrother.lwasn't
in the war."
London, Ontario, court reporter Gail
M ilvray, always on the lookout for legal
Ie ity, ends thi exchange from a 1987
trie I in t. Catherines:
· What were you doing driving on the
road at that time?
A I \ a driving my brother home.
· Wa your brother in the car with you?
In an ther recent case, Gail bagged this
be, ut :

Caf/ada:\' hill V'I"S
and .JLJ(~J.,Jes -

Tahe the Stand
Q. What time were you driving on that
road?
A. 11:00 PM.
Q. Was that in the morning.?
Then the eagle-eyed Ms. McGilvray snared
this lulu:
Q. Just tell me how he was involved in the
company. You said not at all. Did you
mean not at all?
A . Not at all while I was alive.
Q. You are still alive now?
hortly after that, Gail, definitely on a roll,
garnered this goodie:
"Have you ever smelled an odorless
solvent before?"
Court reporter Maria Mihalovich, of
Hamilton, Ontario, is also a keen chronicler of forensic falderal. Here's a dab of
deathless dialogue - with built-in S.Q. that Maria spotted and preserved for us and
ftiture generations:
Q. What is your date of birth? A October,
1910.

Q. Do you remember the day.?
A 0, but I've been told about it.
In another case, we have this snippet:
Q. Do you remember when Sunday was
that week?
A. It followed Saturday.
Ottawa court reporter Doreen Johnson,
formerly of Edmonton, recently reeled in a
couple of short, snappy S.Q.s:
A . I guess I was about ten.
Q. Were you in high school yet?
ome lawyers must have been issue?, not
born, for they can't seem to sort out Simple
relationships within the bosom ofa familt
Ian utherland, a court reporter 111
Lethbridge, Alberta, preserved this pip for
posterity:
Q. And who owned the car?
A. My Mom and Dad.
Q. And they're your parents?
Here's more of the same, from Edmon-

ton court reporter Marie Kennedy, who
harpooned this dilly:
Q. I understand, ma'am, that you are the
mother of Janice Smith. Is that correct?
A.. Yes.
Q. And, as well, you are the mother of
Susie mith?
A. Yes.
Q. And they're sisters?
And , while we're on the subject, get a load
of this one:
Q. Mrs. Shahda, is the plaintiffin this case,
Michael, your son?
A. Yes, he is.
.
Q. And I imagine he's been your son all his
life, is that correct?
Misery likes company and fortunately for
zillions of folks who require a periodic fix
of laughter, tupid Questions of the court
variety can be found in abundance all
around the world. For example, consider
this recent specimen from Melbourne,
Australia:
" How far from the chair were you when
it hit you?"
And in the spirit of our new free-trade
agreement, I present herewith a smorgasbord of .Q.s from the U.S. of A.:
Q. How many autopsies have you performed on dead people?
A. All my autopsies have been on dead
people.
Q. At the time you first saw Dr. McCarty,
had you ever seen him prior to that
time?
Q. And have you ever been injured or
killed yourself, ma'am?
Q. Do you have any sort of medical disability?
A. I' m legally blind.
Q. Does that create substantial proble.ms
with your eyesight as far as . seeing
things?
Afterwriting numerous books about
courtroom humour Peter has been hittina the streets all over the globe lookinifor Cop humour: He advi~es he ~as
accumulated quite a few but IS lookmg
feaverishly for more Canadian content.
Peter advises he will be releasing his
book early next year and is quite enthusiastic about it. You might as well be a
part of it!
If you have a funny s~ory to su?m~t
feel free to call him or Simply wnte It
down and Fax it along to him. I Ie will
be happy to honour confidentiality ~f
you say so and to give proper credit
where it is necessary.

Phone / Fax
(519) 364-3344
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Modern law enforcement practitioners need all the tools at their disposal. The biggest and most basic tool is Knowledge.
Thejol/owing material has beell reviewed by Blue Line Magazine and are highly recommended to our readers.
A Canadian Criminal Code

Milligan's
Correlated
Criminal
Code
& Seleded

has an index at the front of
the book which puts Crimi·

with a "System" allows

language in addition to the

words

Written with the assistance of the Gibson's De-

"Shoplifting",

"Kickback" and "shell·

o

game" included with the
appropriate section nurn·

$22.95

ben provided

o

o

o

$33.00

$19.95

Police Crowd Control
was written by a San
Francisco Officer who
has had over 20 years
experience in handling
crowds of all types. This
authorilative manual
will show you Ihe dif·
ference between crowd
control and crowd man·
agement and how to usc
Ihe media to your ad·
vantage to head off
problems before they
arise.

....... .. ......

'!be Great Mae Attack!
,
-,.., ..........
..",.,

~--

o

$13.70

This book is about surviving high risk patrol. Ad·
vanced material ideal for
academy and departmental
training programs and for
all law enforcement office" 554pageswith750pho·
tographsanddrawings. This
very real-life book will not
only teach you about thc
"Tactical Edgc" it will also
help keep you on it.

GinoArcaro's latest book isacomprehensive study of Canada's
Drinking Driver laws. Excellent
resource for police officers, prosecutors or anyone interested in the
administratio n of laws toward
drinking drivers.

Tactics for anned en·
counters. Positive taco
tics designed to master
real·life situations . 403
pages of photographs,
diagrams and hard les·
sons of real experience.
This book deals wilh
positive tactics officers
can employ on the street
\0 effectively use their
own fireanns to defeat
those of assailants.

o

tachment of the RCMP
Enjoy this book and give
Terry Barker's "System" a
try It will prove to be one
of your most valued tools

Ii'!!iliiil

Defend yourselfagainst the
threat of the "knifc culturc"
Lcarn how to assess an
edged weapon assailant bcfore he strikes, what really
works and what doesn't to
control the assailant, when
touseyourbaton and deadly
force, how to avoid the fatal
reactions untrained officers
instinctively have to sudden knife attacks and learn
some medical self·help if
you are stabbed.

Tony MacKinnon has a remarkable combination of artistic ability, sense of bizarre
humour and worldly insight that only a cop could have This combination has been
thc basis for a lot of good laughs over the five years he has been contributing cartoons
to Blue Line Magazine
Hidden in thc back of Tony's cartoons is a certain realism that only a cop can
understand completely. Some of the situations are bizarre or oCT-the·wall but so is
much of police work. Many cops identify with some of the situations depicted by Tony
or have found themselves in just such a situation. The cartoons in this book are not
as much a credit to the profession as they are a credit to the man depicting them.

o

$6.95 (Shipping is included on this item)

Fill out this handy order form and send by mail or save time by using afax.

o

~/S.4~

Expiry Date

Place Credit Card Account Number Here

o Send Invoice with product (Available to Law Enforcement Agencies and Educational Facilities Only)
o Cheque Enclosed
Please add $3.00 plul GST per book for
Ihipping and handling unlen otherwise noted.
Name __________________________________________ ,--------------r--------,
Description

Add~ss

Amount

__________________________________________
Total Purchases

City ____________________________ Province.________
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o

$17.95
Described as a 'Paper Police College", this unique
and comprehensive Canadian text book is designed
to instruct you in the workings of the Criminal Code
of Canada in a logical, easy
to read fashion It concludes
each issue with a true investigation which underscores the issues discussed
in each chapter

o

o Video Cassette $65.95

$46.95

read material for anyone

looking for managerial
level careers

Based on journals Jack
Watson kept during his fouryear RCMP posting in the
North. this book is a tribute
to the great Yukon spirit of
adventure and community
that still lingers on in our
national psyche. This book
takes you through the rug·
ged lifestyle of a one-man
RCMP detachment during
the 1930's

o $12.95

$58.95

the U.S Parks Service Po·
lice for promotional candidates Evaluated by the
College training staff and
stafT psychologists around
the world this book is must

even experienced officers
to feel a new confidencc."

nal Code sections in street

this reason you will find the

Statutes

"The Five Minute Police·
man", this book was selected as the study text for

the public in all its forms,
moods and temperment

this book is unique in that it

formal terminology. For

Federal

Written by the author of

·The ability to deal with

written by a cop for cops,

1% fc:;nO~~.~~ r;;;t~·nt.

t--...;;;.;...;.;.=;;..;;;.=--t---+--i
Total

$34.95
The
Ontario
Highway
Traffic
Act

o

TheOntarioHighwayTraf.
fic Act (cross referenced to
selected Regulations) and
conforming with thc Rcvised Statutcs of Ontario
1990 This is the fi"t com·
prehensivc and reasonably
priced version ofthc HTA
relcased that is suitable for
the pocket or briefcase.
Order Todayl Quantities
arc limited

$19.95

A Subscription to
Blue Line Magazine
No more lining
up for the
station copy.
No more
looking around
for that back
issue with the
article you
must have
right now.
Get 10 Issues
(1 year) of
Canada's
National Law
Enforcement
Magazine sent
directly to you
each month.

S25.00

(Tax Included)

Just Check
Here (. .

0

or
02 years
for just $40.00

12A· 4981 Hwy.7 East, Ste.254 Markham, Ont. L3R 1N1

FAX TOLL FREE 1·800·563·1792

